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Along with the rapid development of emerging industrial
applications, such as new-generation wireless communications, multimedia, and microprocessors, very-large-scaleintegration (VLSI) design methodologies need to advance to
a new technology era to meet the stringent requirements and
specifications of the diversified applications. Modern wireless
communications, with the trends of high data rates and
low power consumption, are developing well. Multimedia
applications require high resolution, high video bit rates, and
complex video compression. There is an increasing interest
in microprocessor applications, with the requirements of low
power and high speed. There are many industrial applications
driving the VLSI design methodologies to an advanced
horizon.
This special issue contains six papers focusing on
advanced VLSI design methodologies for emerging industrial
applications. These papers involve analog circuit, digital circuit, or system-on-a-chip (SoC) design. Some papers address
the low-power test and resource-sharing issues from different
perspectives. Some papers discuss the emerging issues in SoC
design and present interesting new challenges.
In the paper entitled “A high-efficiency monolithic dcdc PFM boost converter with parallel power MOS technique,”
the authors present a high-efficiency dc-dc boost converter
for a portable supply. A novel load current detector and
parallel power metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) technique
is proposed to accurately adjust the number of parallel power
MOS transistors used, based on the load conditions, to
achieve high power efficiency.

In the paper entitled “A prototype-based gate-level cycleaccurate methodology for SoC performance exploration and
estimation,” the authors present an SoC gate-level cycleaccurate performance methodology based on the SoC prototype. The framework is a three-phase design process; it
can meet the gate-level cycle-accurate requirement, which
concurrently covers the effects of the embedded processor,
on-chip bus structure, intellectual property (IP) design,
embedded operating system (OS), graphic user interface
(GUI) systems, and application programs.
In the paper entitled “Design a bioamplifier with high
CMRR,” the authors present a bioamplifier with high gain and
high common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR). According to
the obtained performance properties, it is promising that a
process independent performance can be obtained for this
amplifier.
In the paper entitled “Design example of useful memory
latency for developing a hazard preventive pipeline highperformance embedded-microprocessor,” the authors present
that additional in-board memory can be well utilized to
handle hazardous conditions. When the instruction meets
hazardous issues, the memory latency can be used to prevent performance degradation due to the hazard prevention
mechanism. By the proposed technique, a better architectural
design can be rapidly validated by a field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) at the start of the design stage.
In the paper entitled “Discrete wavelet transform on
color picture interpolation of digital still camera,” the authors
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integrate discrete wavelet transform (DWT) into the interpolation algorithm. The method developed is based on
edge weight and partial gain characteristics and uses the
basic wavelet function to enhance the edge performance
and processes of the nearest or larger and smaller direction
gradients.
In the paper entitled “High-accuracy programmable timing generator with wide-range tuning capability,” a highaccuracy programmable timing generator with wide-range
tuning capability is proposed and designed. With the aid of
dual delay-locked loops (DLLs), the timing generator can
provide accurate subgate resolution with closed-loop delay
control and instantaneous switching capability.
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The existence of structural, control, and data hazards presents a major challenge in designing an advanced pipeline/superscalar
microprocessor. An efficient memory hierarchy cache-RAM-Disk design greatly enhances the microprocessor’s performance.
However, there are complex relationships among the memory hierarchy and the functional units in the microprocessor. Most
past architectural design simulations focus on the instruction hazard detection/prevention scheme from the viewpoint of function
units. This paper emphasizes that additional inboard memory can be well utilized to handle the hazardous conditions. When the
instruction meets hazardous issues, the memory latency can be utilized to prevent performance degradation due to the hazard
prevention mechanism. By using the proposed technique, a better architectural design can be rapidly validated by an FPGA at the
start of the design stage. In this paper, the simulation results prove that our proposed methodology has a better performance and
less power consumption compared to the conventional hazard prevention technique.

1. Introduction
In current computer architecture, the multiple-instruction
(pipeline, superscalar) microprocessors are proposed to
improve the efficiency of a single-instruction microprocessor.
There are usually four stages (instruction fetch, decode,
execute, and writeback) adopted in a multiple-cycle processor. The CPI (cycle per instruction) value of the pipeline
(multiple-instruction) microprocessor is several times larger
than that of a single-instruction microprocessor. Generally,
the pipeline architecture is combined with RISC (reduced
instruction set computer) methodology to design high performance processors.
Pipeline microprocessor hazards occur when multiple
instructions are executed. The pipeline architectural hazards
that are introduced in [1, 2] make the program instructions
unable to be parallely executed. In general, there are three
types of hazards: structure, control, and data hazards. A
structural hazard means that the hardware components

(resources) are insufficient to support the execution of the
pipeline instructions in the same clock cycle. The frequently
occurring case of the hardware components conflicting when
sharing the single port memory means that they are unable
to support the read/write operation at the same time. The
second type of hazard is termed a control hazard, which
arises from the present executed instruction’s inability to
make decisions because this instruction decision making
should rely on the results from the next following executed
instructions. An example is the branch instruction, which is
unable to make a correct decision whether to jump or not
during this instruction in the execution cycle. This is due to
the most recent jump condition can not be obtained when a
decision is made.
The third type is data hazard occurs when the current
instruction’s operands should refer to its earlier instruction’s
executing results, but the previous instruction final result
is still not stable (the instruction is not working in the
writeback stage,) as shown in Figure 1(a) where the reference
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Figure 1: The conventional hazard prevention technique.

hazard occurred for instructions I1 and I2. The focus of
most conventional designs is to analyze the hazard conditions
and promote additional mechanism (insert NOP instruction)
in order to resolve the hazard situations and obtain better
pipeline performance, as shown in Figure 1(b).
Memory latency is not welcome because the access delay
degrades the microprocessor’s performance. An idea of how
to manage the memory latency as a hazard prevention
mechanism is shown in Figure 2. There is a half clock cycle
memory latency for the fetched instruction which is loaded
from the slow-speed main memory (SRAM, DRAM). Hence,
the pipeline operation does not need to insert the NOP, and
without the performance degradation penalty.
The different types of memory in the system board can
help designers rapidly create a better pipeline hazard prevention architecture, such as a hazard prevention mechanism
that utilizes nonuseful memory latency to reduce the hazard
penalty. To design a better pipeline architecture, two factors
should be taken into consideration simultaneously. First is the
instruction’s hazard conditions, and second is the memory
access latency issue.
Most of the past architectural designs focus on the
instruction hazard detection and prevention scheme from
the aspect of pipeline function units. The pipeline-stall and
forwarding techniques proposed in [1] are neglecting the
use of useful memory latency. The possible reasons may
stem from the following: one is that memory requires a
particular design for better performance requirement in real
microprocessors. This cannot be fully emulated by FPGA.
Thus, most of the FPGA is used to verify the functional
correctness of the fetch/decode/execution/writeback stages.
Freedom of design in different system’s architecture is
not available in a chip. Currently, FPGA is utilized to
rapidly validate a feasible architectural design. The FPGA
emulation process can help designers quickly adopt different
memory architectures to reduce the hazard penalties during
the system design phase. Better microprocessor performance
adopts suitable cache-RAM-Disk memory volume in this
hierarchy design. However, there are complex relationships
(e.g., levels of cache, RAM access time, and volume) between
the memory hierarchy and function units.

In this paper, we propose a superior pipeline architectural
design obtained from the FPGA validation phase that does
not merely use the FPGA to perform functional verification.
As the memory latencies are dissimilar for different types of
memory, the idea of an architectural design that applies useful
memory latency can be rapidly validated by the FPGA. By
choosing to adopt different types of FPGA board memory, we
might find a better hazard detection/prevention mechanism.
When a designer attempts to utilize different types of
memory in the FPGA board, the requirement is to compare
the performance when utilizing the different memory latencies (internal register, flash, RAM, or ROM) within the core
architecture.
We emphasize that the additional onboard memory can
be well utilized to handle the hazards. The FPGA board not
only helps the designer to validate the function units but
also brings creative guidance to help the designer find better
architecture and reduce hardware overhead to detect/prevent
hazards.
One 16-bit X86-light pipeline RISC microprocessor (14
instructions) was developed to validate our idea for specific
application (e.g. matrix multiplication). The design is Harvard architecture, where the data and the instruction are put
in separate memories. In this paper, we focus on the hazard
prevention realistic design using memory latency and verify
our results using FPGA implementation for this microprocessor. For demonstrating the different paradigms of solving
the hazard problems with/without using the FPGA onboard
memory, two design approaches are adopted. Method-1 is
the hazard detection and prevention mechanism design using
additional hardware. Method-2 uses inboard memory latency
to replace the hardware that was proposed in Method-1 and
validates the results with a Xilinx FPGA demo board (XESS
XSV-800). In the Method-2, the data memory (DM) and
instruction memory (IM) SRAM is separate on board for
pipeline processor.
In this paper, firstly, the data and control hazard detection
and prevention techniques (forwarding, NOP insertion, and
stall) for our architecture are introduced. Secondly, two
validation approaches are used to verify the design architecture. For Method-1, the Instruction-Memory and DataMemory are synthesized and embedded within the design
architecture. Method-2 only synthesizes the core architecture
into the FPGA and places the Instruction-Memory and DataMemory in SRAM on the board. The test programs need to
be loaded into the Instruction-Memory and synthesized with
the design at the same time. For Method-2, the test program is
loaded from IM and writes output to the Data-Memory during the validation process. Method-2 also supports flexible
validation environments for quickly reevaluating the design
architecture.
There are two contributions of this work. First, for the
design phase, memory latency could be effectively utilized
to avoid the hazard issues, for designing simpler and faster
pipeline architecture; for example, the data hazard resolving
mechanisms do not need to be embedded into the design.
The second is not the same as conventional designing of the
pipeline processor using internal registers as the processor’s
IM, DM memory. Using Method-2, the instruction memory
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Figure 2: Using memory latency to design a hazard prevention mechanism.

access latency from on system board SRAM prevents the
data hazard problems arising from pipeline operation. The
functional testbench does not need to be synthesized with
the design, so effortless verification methods can be used
to rapidly validate the prototype advanced pipeline core
architecture. A more flexible verification environment can be
adopted for large amounts of varied test programs.
The aforementioned two approaches are successful in
evaluating the designs. The synthesizable RISC architecture
practically executes 35 MHz onboard, and the clock frequency of Method-2 is two times faster than that of Method-1.
As to the organization of this paper, Section 1 comprises the introduction. Section 2 is the design and hazards
analysis of our RISC processor. The two FPGA verification
methodologies are proposed in Section 3. Section 4 is the
experimental results. This paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. The Pipeline Hazard and Memory
Latency Surveys
In [3], the study investigates the relative memory latency,
memory bandwidth, and branch predictability in determining the processor performance. The proposed basic machine
model assumes a dynamically scheduled processor with a
large number instruction window. This study claims that,
if a system with unlimited memory bandwidth and perfect
branch predictability, that memory latency is not a significant
limit to performance. The simulation model with SPEC92
benchmarks is used to study the performance.
Reference [3] proves that the best existing branch
prediction mechanism with very large table sizes also resulted
in several times lower performance compared to perfect
branch prediction method for many benchmarks. This means
that perfect branch predict ability is the most import factor.
This paper assumes that memory bandwidth is not usually a
significant limit for the advanced technology. However, this
assumption might not be achievable, as memory bandwidth
is always a bottleneck in current harvard system architecture.
There are also less currently advanced (multicore with multithread) designs with perfect branch predict ability while to
tolerate high memory latency.
Reference [4] claims that the repeatable timing is more
achievable than predictable timing. This research describes
micro pipelining architecture and the memory hierarchy
delivers repeatable timing can provide better performance
compared to past techniques. The program threads are
interleaved in a pipeline to eliminate pipeline hazards, and

a hierarchical memory architecture is outlined which hides
memory latencies.
In [4], multithread architecture applies the pipeline operation from interleaving the memory access operation. The
repeatable timing can speed up pipelining architecture, as
the pipeline interleaving is within the pipeline processor
and DRAM access. This specific architecture might not be
suitable for generic system architecture. The designer applies
the proposed technique that needs to consider the instruction
dependence conditions.
The research [5] reviews the RISC microprocessor architecture, which presents a microthreading approach to RISC
microarchitecture. This paper focus on the speculation that
has high cost in silicon area and execution time, as a compiler
can almost find some instructions in each loop which can
be executed prior to the dependency is encountered. The
proposed approach attempts to overcome the performance
penalty from instruction control (branch, loop) statement
and data missing problem. The proposed technique can
tolerate high latency memory from avoiding the speculation
in instruction execution. However, without well utilizing
memory latency, only the compiler cannot obtain the best
performance improvement for complicated programs.

3. The Demonstration RISC
Microprocessor Architectures
The single instruction and the pipeline version demo architectures are written by Verilog HDL and validated using XCV800 Xilinx FPGA [6].
3.1. The Single Instruction Architecture. Figure 3 shows the
microarchitecture of the single instruction version. There are
four stages used in this processor, for example, instruction
fetch, decode, execute, and write back stages. The next
instruction is fetched and should wait until the current
instruction’s results are written back to memory (register/data
memory). The timing diagrams are shown in Figure 4. There
are 4 clock cycles required for each instruction by this style,
with each stage of the operation at the clock positive edge.
There are partial instructions that do not need to execute
the four steps shown in Table 5. The Verilog HDL codes
are used to design the hardware function block, and Xilinx
FPGA simulation/synthesis environment is used to fulfill the
experiments.
The single cycle architecture shown in Figure 3 executes
the opcode on each clock cycle positive edge. A simple
description of the function unit is as follows: instruction
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using the same registers, for example, RAW (read after write),
WAW (write after write). The control hazard is made from
the branch instruction, which decides to fetch a false next
instruction during the pipeline operation. These hazards have
been discussed in previous studies [1, 2].

Figure 3: The single clock cycle architecture.

Fetch

Decode Execute Writeback

Figure 4: The function units are activated by each positive clock
edge simultaneously.

memory: store the execution instructions (programs), data
memory: store the execution results, PC: program counter,
IR: instruction register, rfile: register file, sixteen 16 bit
register, and ALU: arithmetic-logic unit. The opcode type-1:
instruction of JGE, JMP. The opcode type-2: instruction of
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV, CMP. The
opcode type-3: instruction of STA, LDA.
Each instruction execution is divided into four phases.
Fetch: based on the PC value; fetch the instruction from the
instruction memory then put it into the Instruction Register
(IR). Decode: the MUX selects the proper mathematic/logic
operand of ALU. In addition, the operators are offered from
different (immediate/direct/indirect) addressing modes. Execute: instruction execution. Writeback: results are written
back to the register file.
3.2. The Pipeline Architecture (Method-1). Our pipeline architecture is shown in Figure 5. The instruction/data memory is
synthesized using the FPGA internal logic element, and the
computed results are obtained in every clock cycle. There are
four stages (fetch, decode, execute, and writeback) and three
addressing modes (direct, indirect, and immediate) proposed
for this design. The results can be obtained after each clock
cycle in this four-layer pipeline architecture. The data hazards
of pipeline processors are generated from data dependence

3.3. The Hazard Analysis of Pipeline Architecture. Each
instruction operation requires 4 clock cycles for Method1. The incorrect pipeline operation occurs when the next
instruction is executed in the following clock cycle. These
conditions termed the structure, control, and data hazards are
occurred.
The data hazard was raised from one instruction decoding operation using the same registers that corrupted the
previous instructions during the execution (or writeback)
stage, for example, the read after write (RAW) data hazard
occurring in the pipeline architecture; for example, [SUB r1,
r0] follow [ADD r0, #10] and the RAW hazard occurring on
the register of r0. The write after write (WAW) hazard causes
the register overwrite situation; for example, [STA m[r0], r0]
follow [MOV r0, #10]; the register r0 becomes WAW hazard.
Thus, the hazard detection and correct circuits were added to
resolve these hazard problems in Figure 5.
For example, the data hazard occurs when two instructions are executed serially; for example, [SUB r1, r0] follow
[ADD r0, #10]; the read after write hazard (RAW) occurs on
register of r0. The renew value of r0 = r0+10 was not obtained
until the ADD instruction writeback stage. The renew value is
not ready to update the source register r0 of SUB instruction
during the decode stage. We do not list the other types of
hazards in detail such as WAW. The following Figure 6 shows
the data hazard occurring on the two instructions of add r0,
#10 and add r10, #10.
The instruction format is “opcode, target operand, source
operand”. There are several types of occurrences that arise
from this data hazard issue. We categorize these details in
Table 1. The means hazard occurs when the target instruction
register (target operand) at the execution stage combines with
any third row instruction’s source register (source target) in
the decode stage. We just list the simple one here; the other
detailed rules are shown in Appendix B. Several types of data
hazards are categorized in Appendix C. To resolve this hazard
issue, when detecting the aforementioned code sequence, the
instruction execution cycle does need to wait for completion
(the writeback cycle). The ALU quickly passes the computed
results to the next instruction (as the direct input for next
instruction). This method is called forward.

4. Memory Latency Utilized by Pipeline
Architecture Method-2
Figure 7 shows the pipeline architecture Method-2 changing
the instruction/data memory to use the FPGA onboard
memory (RAM). The different approaches use these two
pipeline architectures for Method-2, and each instruction
operation extends to 8 clock cycles. There is no existence of
any hazards because the decode/execute/writeback operation
in FPGA overlaps with the next instruction access (fetch)
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Table 1: Hazard-1. Type-1: RAW.
Dependent
register

Instruction

EX.Register
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV
ID.Register.SourceAND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV

latency from IM (in the demo board). A simpler operating
clock cycle is shown in Figure 8.
The memory load functional units require four clock
cycles, as shown in Figure 8. We use the FPGA experimental
board (Xilinx XCV 800) to demonstrate our idea. We focus on
using the RAM of this board. There are 4 clock cycles required
for SRAM read/write operation of XESS XSV-800 board. The
RAM read/write operation requires four clock cycles, and the
detailed timing diagram is demonstrated in Figure 9.
The memory read/write requires four clock cycles. This
gives us the chance to arrange 8 cycles to execute one
instruction. There is one do-nothing cycle required to be
inserted into the cycle. In total, eight-clock cycle is needed
to execute an instruction. The insert do-nothing cycle is
used to align the operation of the pipeline instructions. This
methodology also has more freedom for hazard prevention.
The two-level pipeline has better performance and less

hazard process hardware. The side with simple architecture
(no hazard detection circuit required) allows more complex
advanced functional cores to be inside.
Figure 10 shows the pipeline clock cycle plan of Method2. There are 4 clock cycles required to read instructions from
the instruction memory or write results to data memory. We
should mention that the signal lines should be ready before
the write operation. This is not shown in the figure. The
latency can be utilized to cover the timing intervals of one
instruction fetch stage with decode/execute/writeback/donothing stages of previous instructions, for example, instructions I2 and I3 in Figure 11. There are no hazards that occur
when we move the instruction and data memory outside
FPGA to the random access memory on board. The simpler
redesign two-layer pipeline architecture is shown in Figure 7.
There is no hazard detection/correct circuitry and each
output can be obtained at every four clock cycles. If the access
delay is not utilized, due to each stage extending to four clock
cycles to fit the slowest fetch stage, each instruction operation
should expand to 16 clock cycles (4 clock cycles for each
stage). However, the hazard problems can be avoided for the
four-layer pipeline architecture.
Both Method-1 and Method-2 architectures can be
adopted and, as we stated, greater flexibility will be available
to extend using the onboard RAM. When we need to match
the memory read/write cycle, there is one alternation, as
shown in Figure 12. All function units extend the operated
cycle to four, thus the total clock cycle for executing an
instruction increases to 16 clock cycles. In this architecture,
the resulting output occurs every four clock cycles. A greater
amount of architecture is able to be adopted when there is
a sufficient use of different types of onboard memory, such
as Flash and ROM. This helps the designer to have more
freedom in choosing different design styles.
The hazard problem consideration of this architecture is
simpler than the no-RAM version, due to each stage having
four cycles. Each functional unit in the local element within
FPGA only requires one clock cycle to execute the operation.
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Table 2: There are more benefits from pipeline Method-2.
Comparison items
Gate count
Maximum frequency
Maximum net delay

Method-1
69,004
18.766 MHz
18.140 ns

Method-2
47,100 (−31.7%)
30.547 MHz (+62.8%)
16.813 ns (−7.3%)

Table 4: The performance/area comparisons of the synthesis results.
Type
Single
16-cycle
8-cycle (Method-2)

19.00 MHz
213.40 mW
258.21 mW
210.68 mW

Clock
26.00 MHz
282.14 mW
343.46 mW
278.42 mW

29.00 MHz
311.60 mW
380.00 mW
307.45 mW

Table 3: The design specifications’ comparisons.
Type
Single

5. The Experimental Result Analysis

Properity
Gate count

48656
68926
16-cycle
(+41.7%)
47058
8-cycle (Method-2)
(+3.2%)

Frequency

Max net delay

26.449 MHz
19.173 MHz
(−27.5%)
29.951 MHz
(+1.3%)

14.952 ns
18.674 ns
(+24.9%)
15.607 ns
(+4.3%)

The remaining three cycles (3/4) provide more flexibility to
solve the hazard issues than the tight conditions case (each
stage assigns one cycle.) Figure 13 shows the data dependence
being resolved by the forwarding operation.

In a conventional design concept, an FPGA chip is only
used to validate the functional correctness of instruction
operations in the fetch/decode/execution/writeback stages. In
this research, the FPGA board not only helps the designer
to validate the function units but also brings a creative
contribution to help find new hazard detection/prevention
strategies that have less hardware overhead in comparison to
those in the past research. The performance evaluation of a
prototype pipeline design needs to utilize different types of
memory in the FPGA board as much as possible and to derive
a better hazard detection and prevention mechanism.
There are four pipes for Method-1 and two pipes for
Method-2. Thus, Method-2 has less hardware overhead.
Table 2 shows that the synthesis results from Method-2 are
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Figure 9: The read operation timing diagram of XCV800 on board RAM.
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Figure 10: The clock cycle timing Method-2.
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Decode Execute Writeback
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The SINGLE and 8-cycle version are near equivalent; this represents the pipeline architecture performance is major limited
by IM and DM access time. There are several benchmark test
bench programs are used for the proposed design. In Table 4,
the measure results are obtained from Bubble-Sort for large
volume of data. Table 4 measures the power consumption.
There is a less power consumption in the 8-cycle pipeline
architecture under the three-clock frequency.

Memory Address Enable Data Disable
control ready memory ready memory

Figure 11: The three instruction execution cycles of Method-2.

better than those from Method-1. Method-2 works frequency
is 62.8% higher than Method-1.
Table 3 shows the comparisons of three architectures,
and single instruction, 16-cycle pipeline (Figure 12), and 8cycle pipeline (Method-2, Figure 10). All of the specifications
are obtained from the synthesized reports by FPGA tool. For
equal comparisons, it needs to be mentioned that the three
types of instruction/data memory all use the onboard RAM.

6. Discussions
In this paper, the proposed pipeline architecture utilizes the
memory access latency to improve the performance when
hazards occurred. As memory access speed is dissimilar for
the different types of memory, well utilize the memory access
latency cycles, the pipeline operation can be speed up. The
proposed methods use the assumption of instruction and
data can be obtained (hit situation) from memory. This means
that the instruction and data can be found from the chip’s
internal register or onboard memory. These memories are
enough to store the required instruction and data during
program execution.
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Figure 12: The alternative pipeline architecture.

Table 5: The instruction set format.
(a) Direct/Indirect Address Mode (bit location)

OPCODE
15

ADDMODE
12

11

TARGET

10

SOURCE

9

6

5

NOTHING
2

1

0

(b) Immediately Address Mode (bit location)

OPCODE
15

ADDMODE
12

11

TARGET
10

9

IMMEDICATE
6

5

0

(c)

Instruction
Function
Direct address mode Immediately address mode Indirect address mode
Comments
AND
AND operation
AND R0, R1
AND R0, #10
AND R0, @R1
R0 = R0 ⋅ R1
OR
OR operation
OR R0, R1
OR R0, #10
OR R0, @R1
R0 = R0 + R1
NOT
NOT operation
NOT R0
R0 = R0
XOR
Exclusive OR
XOR R0, R1
XOR R0, #10
XOR R0, @R1
R0 = R0 ⊕ R1
ADD
Addition
ADD R0, R1
ADD R1, #10
ADD R0, @R1
R0 = R0 + R1
SUB
Subtract
SUB R0, R1
SUB R0, #10
SUB R0, @R1
R0 = R0 − R1
MUL
Multiply
MUL R0, R1
{R0, R1} = R0 ∗ R1
MOV
Move
MOV R0, R1
MOV R0, #10
MOV R0, @R1
R0 ← R1
JMP
Jump
JMP #10
PC value change
JGE
Condition jump
JGE #10
PC value change
CMP
Comparison
CMP R0, R1
NOP
No operation
No operation
STA
Store to memory
STA M[R0], R1
STA M[0], R1
M[R0] ← R1
LDA
Load from memory
LDA R0, M[R1]
LDA R0, M[0]
R0 ← M[R1]
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16

17

18

0005

Writeback 2

Figure 13: It is not complicated to manipulate the hazard for each stage with four clock cycles.
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Table 6: The instruction action table.

Instruction
JMP
CMP
JGE
NOP
STA

Fetch
A
A
A
A
A

Decode
A
—
A
—
A

Operation
Execution
—
A
—
—
—

Table 8: Hazard-2.
(a) Type-1: RAW

Writeback
—
—
—
—
—

Dependent
register

Instruction

WB.Register
ID.Register.
Source

AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV

Ex: ADD r0, #10 → SUB r1, r2 → AND r3, r0, RAW at r0.
(b) Type-2: RAW

Table 7: Hazard-1.
(a) Type-1: RAW

Dependent
register
EX.Register
ID.Register.
Source

Instruction
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV

The second type of RAW hazard; for example CMP r1, r0 follow ADD r0,
#10, RAW occurred onr0.
(b) Type-2: RAW

Dependent
register

Instruction

EX.Register AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV, LDA
ID.Register.
CMP
Source
The second type of RAW and WAW hazard; for example, STA m[0], r0 follow
ADD r0, #10, RAW occurred on r0; STA m[r0], r1 follow ADD r0, #10, WAW
and occurred on r0.
(c) Type-3: RAW, WAW

Dependent
register
EX.Register
ID.Register.
Source

Instruction

EX.Register
ID.Register.
Source

Instruction

WB.Register
ID.Register.Source

AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL,
MOV, LDA
CMP

Ex: ADD r0, #10 → SUB r1, r2 → CMP r3, r0, RAW at r0.
(c) Type-3: RAW, WAR

Dependent
register

Instruction

WB.Register
ID.Register.
Source

AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV
STA, LDA

Ex: ADD r0, #10 → SUB r1, r2 → STA m[0], r0, RAW at r0.
(d) ADD r0, #10 → SUB r1, r2 → STA m[r0], r2, WAW at r0

Dependent
register

Instruction

WB.Register
ID.Register.
Source

LDA
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV

Ex: LDA r0, m[10] → SUB r1, r2 → ADD r2, r0, RAW at r0.

AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV
STA, LDA
Table 9: Hazard-3. Type-1: RAW, WAW.

(d)

Dependent
register

Dependent
register

Instruction
LDA
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV

Dependent register
EX.Register
ID.Register.Source

Instruction
LDA
STA

Ex: LDA r0, m[1] → STA m[2], r0, RAW at r0.
LDA r0, m[1] → STA m[r0], r1, WAW at r0.

The third type RAW data hazard will occur as the following example ADD
r1, r0 follow LDA r0, m[10] occurred on the r0.
(e) Type-4: RAW

Dependent
register

Instruction

WB.Register
EX.Register

AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV
AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ADD, SUB, MUL, MOV

The third type RAW data hazard will occur as the following example ADD
r1, r0 follow SUB r1, r0, RAW occurred on the r0.

The designer applies the proposed concept to obtain a
better system architecture in preplan stage. Form well arranging this memory latency situation with pipeline instruction in

fetch/decode/execution/writeback state. The proposed nature
system behavior can obtain a better pipeline performance,
which can be easily implemented in a system memory
structure with fixed latency.
When instruction and data missing situations occur, it
means that the instruction and data access time might length,
and the pipeline operation need to be varied under this
consideration. The proposed methods need to be modified
by waiting for more cycles for the instruction and data enter
ready state under instruction and data missing situations.
In the future study, a reliable system need to consider
the instruction and data missing situation. Hence, the proposed Method-1,2 need to be modified for inserting different
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wait cycles for instruction and data memory missing situations. A flexible system architecture requires to include the
instruction and data hit-miss conditions for various memory
architectures. However, such a pipeline architecture is hard to
design by including different memory waiting cycles.

Hazard-1.

7. Conclusion

Hazard-2.

We find that a good cycle timing plan is the most important
issue for designing a pipeline CPU. The processor performance depends on how well the clock cycle, the control,
and the data flow are managed. Also, the design style has a
good chance to be improved if one does consider that the
memory latency can be utilized for hazard prevention. When
the microprocessor can utilize different types of memory
(internal register, flash, RAM, or ROM) in the system board,
this gives flexibility and helps to achieve a system architecture
with better performance. The hard to use onboard memory
will be regularly ignored during the prototype verification
phase. The designer should not forget the onboard FPGA
memory, although it differs from the real CPU memory, and
it is also inconvenient to use it (to coordinate the read/write
operation with kernel function units). This might be the
best chance to reevaluate the preliminary design during the
verification phase because one might find another better
hazard free structure from memory latency. In our experience, the designer can obtain a greater number of different
architectures by spending time to try to use onboard memory.
The functional test program should take the memory access
delay into consideration when the execution programs are
moved to the outside memory in the second method. The
design that applies memory latency for hazard prevention has
a better performance with less power consumption than that
of the conventional design.

Appendices
A.
There are 14 instructions supported in this design; the details
of the fourteen instruction formats are shown in Table 5.
The partial instructions might not operate at all functional stages as shown in Table 6. The symbol A means the
instruction has an action on this stage, and — means the
instruction has no operation in this stage.

B.
The hazard condition could regulate listing as the following
rules. The explanation of the Hazard-1 condition is the source
operand (in instruction decode stage) using same register
with the previous instruction target register (operand) in
the execution stage. Hazard-2 and Hazard-3 are described
as the former description. However, the hazard condition
is different for pipeline architecture Method-1 and Method2. All three hazard conditions will occur only with pipeline
Method-1, but pipeline Method-2 only has Hazard-1 and
Hazard-2 (no Hazard-1) occurring.

if ((ID.RegisterSource = EX.Register) or (EX.Register
= WB.Register)).
Hardware Solution: hazard detection unit-Forward.

if ((ID.RegisterSource = WB.Register)).
Hardware Solution: hazard detection unit-Forward.
Hazard-3.
if ((ID.Instruction. Sta = EX.Inxtruction. Lda) and
(ID.RegisterSource = EX.Register)).
Software Solution: insert NOP Instruction.

C.
We categorize the data hazard conditions to interpret the data
utilization error occurring at different stages. Condition 1 is
control/data hazard occurring on Tables 7, 8, and 9.
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A CMOS amplifier with differential input and output was designed for very high common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) and low
offset. This design was implemented by the 0.35 𝜇m CMOS technology provided by TSMC. With three stages of amplification and
by balanced self-bias, a voltage gain of 80 dB with a CMRR of 130 dB was achieved. The related input offset was as low as 0.6 𝜇V.
In addition, the bias circuits were designed to be less sensitive to the power supply. It was expected that the whole amplifier was
then more independent of process variations. This fact was confirmed in this study by simulation. With the simulation results, it is
promising to exhibit an amplifier with high performances for biomedical applications.

1. Introduction
For biomedical applications, a voltage amplifier with a gain
of 80 dB and a high CMRR is required as a building block
in front-end subsystems [1, 2]. Since the voltage level of
physiologic signals at the front-end subsystem is very weak,
processes for analog signals usually include several steps of
amplification, filtering, offset adjustment, and electrical conditioning. After suitable processing, the signal will then be
large enough and effectively suitable for analog-to-digital
conversion at later stages [3–5].
In considering the physiological signals extracted from
human bodies, the amplitude of an electrocardiographic
(ECG) signal is usually less than 100 𝜇V. Such value is very
weak as compared to the noise floor and imperfection of the
commonly used operational amplifiers (OPAs). An instrumentation amplifier (IA) is usually employed to achieve the
required performances.
In addition to the requirement of high voltage gain in constructing the amplifiers for an IA, another important requirement for the amplifiers is CMRR. According to the recommendations of Association of the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation (AAMI), CMRR is required to be higher
than 90 dB with the open-loop voltage gain higher than 80 dB.
In this study, the 0.35 𝜇m CMOS technology of TSMC was
employed in designing a high performance amplifier.

In our study, a high-voltage-gain amplifier was tried with
a self-biasing technique to have a high CMRR and low input
offset and to be less sensitive to process variations. The
simulation was performed based on the models supported by
Chip Implementation Center (CIC). The related results will
be illustrated.

2. Design Details
2.1. Design of the Differential Amplifier. For the purposes
of high CMRR and low offset at the input, differential
configuration with a symmetrical floor planning in layout will
be preferred in the design of an amplifier.
Figure 1 shows the schematic of an amplifier with the
differential configuration both at the input and at the output.
In this circuit, transistors 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are the differential
pair for amplification. The block with 𝐼𝑇 and 𝑅𝑇 forms a tail
current bias. The resistors 𝑅𝐷1 , 𝑅𝐷2 , 𝑅𝐿1 , and 𝑅𝐿2 are taken as
the loads.
Figure 2 shows an alternative representation of the amplifier in Figure 1. The input and output signals can be decomposed into the common and the differential modes. With
this decomposition, the performance of the amplifier in the
common mode and the differential mode can be discussed
separately.
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sum of the amplification of the signals of both modes. The
relations for the outputs can be written at follows:

𝑉DD

𝑅𝐷2

𝑅𝐷1

𝑉𝑜1

𝑉𝑂1 =
𝑉𝑜2

𝑀2

𝑀1

𝑉IN1

𝐼𝑇

𝑉IN2

−
−

+

+
− 𝑉cm

−𝑉𝑑 /2

𝑉IN1

𝑅𝑇

+
D.A.

𝑉IN2 −

𝑉𝑜1
𝑉𝑜2

𝑅𝐿1

𝑅𝐿2

In the common mode, the two output voltages will be the
same if the circuit is ideal in a form of total symmetry. This
requires that the branches for 𝐼𝐷1 and 𝐼𝐷2 are matched with
𝑅𝐿1 = 𝑅𝐿2 and 𝑅𝐷1 = 𝑅𝐷2 .
For the current bias as the tail, a current mirror with
a stable reference current, 𝐼REF , can be employed in the
integrated circuits to give a high output resistance, 𝑅𝑇 .
Other techniques to improve the performance of this
amplifier will be discussed in detail in the following.
For practical design, there exist variations in the devices
even with the integrated circuit technology. The output
voltage will not be zero for the common input condition. For
example, the imperfections in the threshold voltage and the
transconductance of the MOS transistors and the variation
in 𝑅𝐷 are uncorrelated. The resulted input offset voltage can
be expressed as

𝑉OUT 𝑉𝑑 =0
𝐴𝑑
2

=

(3)

A good amplifier is required to have a high 𝐴 𝑑 with a nearly
zero 𝐴 cm . Due to the variations in the fabrication process,
it is a big challenge to achieve a high CMRR with a low
input offset. In this study, a balanced bias technique was
employed to reduce the sensitivity to the process variation.
Good properties of this amplifier have been confirmed in the
postlayout simulation.

Figure 2: Representation of the amplifier in the common and the
differential modes.

𝑉OS ≡

(2b)

 𝐴 


CMRR ≡  𝑑  .
 𝐴 cm 

Figure 1: Schematic of the differential amplifier.

+

𝐴𝑑
× V𝑑 + 𝐴 cm × Vcm ,
2

where V𝑑 ≡ Vin1 − Vin2 , Vcm ≡ (Vin1 + Vin2 )/2, 𝐴 𝑑 is the
differential-mode voltage gain, and 𝐴 cm is the commonmode gain. It is similar for the expression for 𝑉𝑂2 . The
common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is then defined as

−𝑉ss

𝑉𝑑 /2

(2a)

𝑉𝑂2 = −

𝑅𝐿2

𝑅𝐿1

𝐴𝑑
× V𝑑 + 𝐴 cm × Vcm ,
2

𝑉OV √ Δ𝑅𝐷 2
Δ𝑉TH
Δ (𝑊/𝐿) 2
(
) +(
) +(
).
2
𝑅𝐷
(𝑊/𝐿)
(𝑉OV ) /2
(1)

According to the analysis in the common mode and the
differential mode, the output voltage can be expressed as the

2.2. Tristage Amplifier. In this design, three stages of amplification were employed to achieve the required voltage gain
and CMRR at the same time for weak biosignals. Figure 3
shows the detailed circuit in this design. Table 1 gives the
specifications for this design.
As seen in Figure 3, the first stage is composed of 𝑀1 –𝑀5 .
The second stage includes 𝑀6 –𝑀12 . These two stages can
be used as an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA)
[6, 7] or a folded cascade amplifier [8]. The third stage
comprising 𝑀13 and 𝑀14 forms a type 𝐴 common-source
(CS) amplifier to drive loads.
Transistors 𝑀𝑆1 –𝑀𝑆6 provide a bias current for the firststage amplifier. The source of biasing for the second-stage
amplifier comes from the balanced self-bias current mirror,
𝑀8 –𝑀11 , in Figure 3. In this part, the biasing currents were
less sensitive to the level of the power supply. In addition,
the complementary arrangement of the loads at the first-stage
and the second-stage amplifiers would reduce the variation
of the amplification if there are changes in the NMOS and
PMOS. The bias voltage for the third stage comes from 𝑀9 in
the second stage. Since the bias currents in 𝑀9 and 𝑀11 were
constant, the gate bias for 𝑀13 would be constant. Therefore,
the properties of the whole amplifier would be less affected by
the uncertainties in fabrication.
For the design strategy, the first stage was designed to
achieve a high CMRR rather than a high voltage gain. The
overall voltage gain was boosted at the second and the
third stages. Since this amplifier was designed for biomedical
applications, the voltage gain was tried to be as high as
possible with a moderate small bandwidth around 100 Hz. At
the third stage, a clamping circuit can keep dynamic tracking
of the output gain such that the voltage gain would be less
affected by variations in the transistors.
In addition to the electrical considerations, the layout
and circuit for the first and second stages were designed as
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Figure 3: Structure of the tristage amplifier.

Table 1: Specifications for the bioamplifier.
Parameter
𝑉𝑜 /𝑉𝑖
𝐴 VO
PM
UGF
CMRR
PD

Spec.
≧
≧
≧
≦
≧
≦

Value
20 kV/V
80 dB
60∘
2 MHz
90 dB
1 mW

symmetrical as possible. In this way, the common signals
would be cancelled out in the differential structure. Therefore,
the equivalent input offset would be suppressed effectively.
With the above techniques, an amplifier with high voltage
gain, high CMRR, low offset, and low drift voltage can be
achieved and confirmed in the simulation.
For our circuit, the level of the power supply was set at
3.3 V by setting 𝑉DD at 1.65 V and −𝑉SS at −1.65 V. In the
meanwhile, the power dissipation was specified below 1 mW
for portable operations. With this constraint, as explained by
(4), the total current consumed in this circuit cannot be more
than 0.303 mA:
𝑃𝐷,Spec.
= 0.303 mA.
𝐼Supply ≤
(4)
𝑉Supply
As for the stability consideration, the phase margin (PM)
of this amplifier was tuned to be 60∘ in our simulation [9].
In this design, we select 𝐺𝑚3 ≥ 10𝐺𝑚2 . And the second
pole was set as 𝜔𝑃2 ≥ 2.2 × 𝜔𝑇 . Therefore, the Miller
compensation capacitor, 𝐶𝐶, was selected to be 18 pF by the
following calculation:
𝐶𝐶 ≥ 2.2 ×

𝐺𝑚1
× 𝐶𝑂2 = 0.22𝐶𝑂2 .
𝐺𝑚2

(5)

2.3. Transistor Dimensions. In general, the tail current was
required to be higher than the product of the screw rate and
𝐶𝐶. In this study, this product was 10 𝜇A for the second stage.
Since the screw rate for the case of light loads is not required
strictly, the tail current at stage 2 was selected as 15 𝜇A.
The bias currents for the two branches through 𝑀6 and
𝑀7 equally divide the tail current into 𝐼𝐷6 = 𝐼𝐷8 = 𝐼𝐷10 =
𝐼𝐷7 = 𝐼𝐷9 = 𝐼𝐷11 = 7.5 𝜇A.
With this bias current, the transconductance, 𝑔𝑚 , and the
gate-to-source voltage, 𝑉GS , can be designed by a suitable
dimension ratio, 𝑊/𝐿, by the following relations:

𝐼𝐷 =

1
𝑊
2
⋅ 𝜇 ⋅ 𝐶 ⋅ ( ) ⋅ (𝑉OV ) ⋅ (1 + 𝜆𝑉DS ) ,
2 𝑛 𝑜𝑥
𝐿

𝑔𝑚 = (𝜇𝑛 ⋅ 𝐶𝑜𝑥 ) ⋅ (

𝑊
) ⋅ (𝑉OV ) ⋅ (1 + 𝜆𝑉DS )
𝐿

= √ 2𝜇𝑛 ⋅ 𝐶𝑜𝑥 ⋅ (
=

(6)

𝑊
) ⋅ 𝐼𝐷 ⋅ (1 + 𝜆𝑉DS )
𝐿

(7)

2 × 𝐼𝐷
,
𝑉OV

where the overdrive voltage 𝑉OV ≡ 𝑉GS − 𝑉th .
For the third stage, its transconductance gain, 𝐺𝑚3 , is the
same as 𝑔𝑚13 of 𝑀13 . We chose 𝐺𝑚3 ≥ 10𝐺𝑚2 ; that is, 𝐺𝑚3 ≥
590 𝜇A/V and 𝑔𝑚13 = 𝐺𝑚3 = 600 𝜇A/V. In addition, the
overdrive voltage for 𝑀13 was selected as 𝑉OV13 = 0.2 V; that
is, 𝑉GS13 ≡ 𝑉OV13 + 𝑉tn = 0.85 V. Therefore, 𝑉DS13 = 𝑉DS14 =
1.65 V. The dimension ratio for (𝑊/𝐿)13 can be determined
by (6).
In this design, we used 𝑀𝑆1 ∼ 𝑀𝑆6 and a resistor 𝑅𝑆
to form a self-bias circuit with a boot-strapping positive
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Table 2: Variations of the simulated properties of the bio-amplifier with 5 fabrication corners.
SS
−33.1 k
90.4
88.8∘
63.0
1.41𝐸 + 06
136.4351
357
10.8

SF
−29.7 k
89.5
89.8∘
63.1
1.47𝐸 + 06
136.2238
332
10.1

TT
−29.3 k
89.3
89.7∘
79.4
1.46𝐸 + 06
136.7342
328
5.2

𝐼REF × 𝑅𝑆 = 𝑉GS𝑆6 − 𝑉GS𝑆5 = √

𝐼REF
𝐼
− √ REF .
𝐾𝑆6
𝐾𝑆5

(8)

By (8), we selected the dimension ratio of 𝑀𝑆5 to be 1/4 of that
of 𝑀𝑆6 , that is,
(

𝑊
1 𝑊
) = ( ) .
𝐿 𝑆5 4 𝐿 𝑆6

Voltage gain (dB)

feedback. The current controlled by 𝐼REF can be expressed
as

(9)

The resistance can be obtained as follows:
𝑅𝑆 =

𝐼
1
√ REF .
𝐼REF 𝐾𝑆5

(10)

FF
−22.6 k
87.1
91.0∘
82
1.52𝐸 + 06
135.778
316
20.8

180
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−30
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1𝐸+05
1𝐸+03
Frequency (Hz)
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Figure 4: Frequency response for the bio-amplifier in the typical
fabrication condition (TT).

The reference current was set as 𝐼REF = 5 𝜇A. The dimension
ratio for 𝑀𝑆1 ∼ 𝑀𝑆4 can also be derived by (6).

180

3. Simulation and Verification before
Fabrication

150
Phase (deg.)

In this study, HSPICE with the device models for 0.35 𝜇m
CMOS technology from TSMC was employed for the simulation and analysis. The performance of the whole circuit was
verified first in the prelayout simulation. Then, the physical
layout was implemented and the related parameters were
extracted. With the obtained information of the physical
layout, the postlayout simulation was performed to check
the feasibility of our layout. Corner simulations were also
performed to check the effect of the process variation on the
performance of our amplifier.
Figures 4–7 illustrate the related performances with 5 corner conditions in fabrication. Table 2 lists other performance
items with the 5 corners. With these results, we can find that
the voltage gain in Figure 6 can be kept higher than 80 dB.
And the variation of the obtained gains due to the uncertainty
in fabrication can be smaller than 5 dB. It can also be found
in Figures 4 and 5 that the phase margin is much larger than
60∘ . In Figure 5, we can confirm that the variation of phases
is insignificant. As shown in Figure 7, the obtained CMRR is
as high as 130 dB for frequency up to 10 kHz. The variation of
CMRR due to the fabrication is also insignificant. With these
results, a bio-amplifier both with a very high CMRR and a
high voltage gain at the same time can be expected for the
fabricated chips.
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Figure 5: Simulated phases for the bio-amplifier in 5 corner
conditions.

4. Conclusion
A bio-amplifier with high gain and high CMRR was designed
and verified in this study. According to the obtained performance properties in Table 2, it is promising that a process
independent performance can be obtained for this amplifier.
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A prototype-based SoC performance estimation methodology was proposed for consumer electronics design. Traditionally,
prototypes are usually used in system verification before SoC tapeout, which is without accurate SoC performance exploration and
estimation. This paper attempted to carefully model the SoC prototype as a performance estimator and explore the environment of
SoC performance. The prototype met the gate-level cycle-accurate requirement, which covered the effect of embedded processor,
on-chip bus structure, IP design, embedded OS, GUI systems, and application programs. The prototype configuration, chip postlayout simulation result, and the measured parameters of SoC prototypes were merged to model a target SoC design. The system
performance was examined according to the proposed estimation models, the profiling result of the application programs ported
on prototypes, and the timing parameters from the post-layout simulation of the target SoC. The experimental result showed that
the proposed method was accompanied with only an average of 2.08% of error for an MPEG-4 decoder SoC at simple profile level
2 specifications.

1. Introduction
Due to the advancement of the semiconductor processing
technology, the system-on-a-chip (SoC) design is more popular in consumer electronics than it ever will be. SoC design
can effectively reduce system price and promote more functions in a compact product. The embedded processor core,
coprocessor, memory subsystem, on-chip bus, intellectual
properties (IPs), and various I/O peripherals are well organized on an SoC hardware platform to perform complex
functions. In modern products, hierarchal software architecture yields boot loader, embedded OS, graphic user interface
(GUI), IP device driver, and application software, which all
operate on an SoC. However, the system level of hardware/software (HW/SW) cosimulation and coverification
tools are limited by the computational limit of the simulation platform and the tradeoff of model accuracy. The
adjustment of simulation time versus exactness always harms
system designers, especially communication and standard

compatible products with huge simulations. Prototype simulation plays the role of final HW/SW function verification.
There are several HW/SW codesign EDA tools in the
design phase, such as Mentor Graphics Seamless [1], Synopsys
Eaglei [2], and CoCentric [3]. Although these EDA tools
allow HW/SW cosimulation at bus level, where each bus
transaction involves all signals necessary to complete the bus
function, the simulation efficiency is restricted to the platform computational capacity. Several techniques can estimate
the time of the merged hardware/software systems. In [4],
the authors employed VISTA methodology and tool to model
SoC virtual platform and analyze system level performance.
The simulation adopted the exact instruction set models for
accurate time estimation in [5]. Research [6] reports a good
simulation performance. However, the codes generated by
POLIS system limited the software structure. A simulation
technology [7] called “timed compiled-code simulation” used
the time stamp generated by I/O accesses to perform the
timed functional simulation to speed up the simulation.
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Table 1: The simulation time of the H.264/AVC decoder.

Sequence
Stefan
Foreman
Mother-daughter
Average simulation time
Accuracy

C code
0.02670 Sec.
0.02452 Sec.
0.01694 Sec.
0.02272 Sec.
Algorithm/untimed

RTL Verilog HDL
5 Sec.
6 Sec.
6 Sec.
5.6666 Sec.
RTL/cycle accurate

CPU core module 4

CPU core module 1
(CM-920T)

CPU core module 2
HDRA/B

CPU core module 3

Integrator/AP

EXPA/B

Configurable AHB or APB bus

AMBA to
PCI bridge

FPGA logic
module 1
(LM-EP20K)

FPGA logic
module 2

PCI slot 1

FPGA logic
module 3

FPGA logic
module 4

PCI slot 2

PCI slot 3

Interface
module

Analog
design

Figure 1: ARM Integrator architecture.

Type
Synthesized HDL netlist
4 hrs 5 Min.
4 hrs 1 Min.
4 hrs 6 Min.
4 hrs 4 Min.
Gate level/cycle accurate

SoC prototyping
0.52328 Sec.
0.44141 Sec.
0.31611 Sec.
0.41783 Sec.
Gate level/cycle accurate

environment. In a real SoC system, analyzing the mixture
of application program with a multitasking OS and GUI
subsystems is a challenge in system HW/SW codesign. In
IC design, the gate-level cycle-accurate verification is the
key checkpoint of front-end design process. Table 1 lists
the average simulation time of each frame H.264/AVC [15]
decoded with a picture resolution of 176 × 144 pixels. The
platform of the C code simulation is Intel Pentium 4 PC.
The RTL and Synthesized gate-level HDL simulation was
operated on the SUN Blade 2000 workstation. The SoC
prototype simulation adopted the ARM Integrator [16], with
ARM 920T core module operated at 124 Mhz. The simulation
time of the SoC prototype was 28463 times faster than its
gate-level simulation. The SoC prototype would be a possible
simulator if we can build an exact model on it.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The SoC
prototype is described in Section 2. Section 3 analyzes the
SoC system in detail. The proposed prototype-based gatelevel cycle-accurate method for SoC performance estimation
is illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 presents the prototype-toSOC model, which was integrated by the prototype-measured
parameters and post-layout simulation result to estimate
the target SoC performance. We have chosen a systemon-a-programmable chip (SOPC) development board as
the experimental target SoC to evaluate our methodology.
Section 6 shows the simulation result. Finally, Section 7 gives
a conclusion.

2. SoC Prototype
Several other techniques provided electronic system-level
(ESL) design method and virtual platform techniques, which
can achieve highly accurate prediction and analysis. In
addition, ESL can be used to develop software and explore
architectures with HW/SW codesign at an early design stage
before implementing the real chip [8]. Research [9] modeled
PAC Duo SoC, which can achieve high accuracy and is with
an error rate of less than 10%. However, the virtual platform
of PAC Duo SoC did not run OS and thus ignored the effect
of OS on overall performance. In the early stage of the design
process, an accurate and fast performance analysis method
was proposed, which used a behavioral model [10]. Works
[11–14] adopted QEMU and SystemC-based virtual platform
to achieve fast cycle-accurate prediction.
The improvements of these researches are obvious, but
their simulations are still based on the analysis of target application program. The simulation is invalid beyond simplex

Traditionally, SoC Prototype plays the role of final function
verification. ARM and MIPS technologies also provide ARM
Integrator and ARM Versatile [16], while MIPS SEAD-2
provides SoC prototyping. They are combined with processor
modules, FPGA modules, and a motherboard with an onchip-bus structure to form a configurable SoC prototype.
ARM Integrator architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The
configurable AMBA AHB or APB bus with a system controller is built on the Integrator/AP motherboard. The four
core modules, each included an ARM test chip, can be stacked
on Integrator/AP via AHB or APB bus. In the same fashion,
the synthesized gate-level design netlist can be downloaded
to the logic modules for digital design verification. The
connection grids on the logic modules support the interfaces
of analog designs.
Figure 2 shows the core module circuit. The module is
organized with three main components, which includes an
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Core module FPGA

FPGA Cfg.
controller

PLD

State/Ctrl
Reg

Reset
controller

SDRAM
controller

ASB bus (local bus)

SSRAM

ARM 920T
test chip

SSRAM
controller PLD

Interrupt
controller

programs. Figure 4 is the snapshot of the QT/embedded
welcome picture on the experimental prototype.

128 MB SDRAM DIMM

AHB or APB bus (HDRA/HDRB)

Programmable
Osc./divider

24 Mhz
Osc.

System bus bridge

Figure 2: ARM Integrator core module.

ARM test chip, a core module FPGA controller, and an
SDRAM DIMM interface. The ARM test chip can be replaced
by ARM7, ARM9, ARM10, and ARM11 series CPU module
[16]. The configurable FPGA is responsible for the system
controller, which glues CPU, SDRAM, and an ASB to
AHB (or APB) bus bridges. Figure 3 presents four types
of SoC architectures, which can be formed by configuring
ARM Integrator and ARM Versatile. ARM Integrator only
supports an AMBA bus architecture, while ARM Versatile
supports the multilayer AMBA bus structure for the high
performance SoC. These architectures can cover various SoC
designs, and the prototype can instantly replace the processor,
adjust SDRAM size, reconfigure SoC architecture, vary clock
frequency, and download latest IP designs. Therefore, the
importance of the prototype is apparent in SoC HW/SW
codesign and verification.

3. SoC System Analysis
To analyze a real SoC example, we chose an ARM Integrator
prototype to build an entire SoC HW/SW. Firstly, a RedBoot
[17] was ported on the selected ARM Integrator prototype.
Secondly, Linux kernel 2.4 and 2.6 versions were also ported
on the prototype for the embedded OS. QT/Embedded [18]
was transferred on ARM Integrator for the Linux GUI.
Finally, several interfaces such as VGA adaptor, USB 1.1, and
2.0 adaptor, audio adaptor, IDE adaptor, and network interface card were driven for the system functional extensions.
The prototype must be a standalone. Any redundant device
can cause inaccurate analysis, for instance, the interruption
of in-circuit emulators (ICEs). Therefore, the prototype can
be automatically booted to execute the GUI application

3.1. The Scope of the SoC HW/SW Components. Figure 5
presents our prototype architecture for an MPEG-4 decoder
SoC. It also shows the MPEG-4 decoder demonstrating
prototype in parentheses. Most portable consumer electronics with multimedia and internet access functions must
be integrated with these hardware and software elements.
The software successively operated as follows. Bootloader
scanned the hardware configuration and prepared the parameters to introduce the embedded operation system (OS).
The embedded OS booted all the hardware components and
created a good environment for application execution, such
as the file system. The graphic user interface (GUI) system
simplified the manipulation for end users. The hardware
device drivers provided the system call under OS control
for any resource access. These organized an advanced and
robust system, but they also affected system performance and
caused analyzing difficulties. Besides, the processor core and
memory subsystem were responsible for software execution.
On-chip bus subsystem was used to forward data, which
included bus masters, bus slaves, bus controllers (or arbiters),
and bus bridges. IPs can be coworked with the processors
to improve system performance. More hardware components, for example, memory manage unit (MMU), may
increase the complexity of virtual processor execution model
over the computational capacity of the simulation platform.
Nowadays, it is impossible to simulate all the hardware and
software components precisely and concurrently in the same
environment. A completed SoC prototype can simulate SoC
systems and has potential to estimate performance via a good
prototype to SoC modeling.
3.2. System Profiling. The profiling tools are usually used to
analyze the time consumption of each subprogram. During
the program execution, the system time tags and the number
of called times of each subprogram are recorded as a data
file. The profiling results can analyze this data and map
it to the subprogram in software structural relationship.
The profiling provides detailed information concerning the
critical subprogram on application programs. Since profiling
is always a key to SoC HW/SW partition and codesign, the
correct system profiling is very important. Profiling tools
extract information from the simulation platform, and so
the characteristic of the platform architecture dominates
the profiling result. For this reason, we adopted the GUN
gprof [19] for profiling to compare the result of our ARM
Integrator prototype with that of Intel Pentium 4 platform for
MPEG-4 SP@L2 decoder at 256 kbps. Table 2 lists the results
of the MPEG-4 decoder. Since motion compensation (MC)
required most load/store operations, the Pentium simulation
platform with the Hyper-Threading technology was applied
to efficiently reduce the MC execution time. The third major
column presents the Integrator platform with the optimized
MC operations, which was programmed by ARM assembly
language to perform a dense pipelined data transformation.
In a word, the profiling of the SoC prototype supported the
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Table 2: The profiling of the MPEG-4 SP@L2 decoder.
Intel Pentium 4
Sequence
Foreman
M-D

Function
MC (%)
Interpolation (%)
IDCT (%)
ED (%)
Others (%)
Simulation time
(fps)

ARM Integrator
Sequence
Foreman
M-D

Stefan

Integrator (with optimized MC)
Sequence
Foreman
M-D
Stefan

Stefan

34.4
22.2
23.2
9.6
10.6

33.5
24.7
22.0
11.6
8.2

35.9
21.8
26.9
9.8
5.6

53.3
11.4
18.4
6.4
10.4

47.5
6.9
21.7
13.1
10.9

48.7
10.0
21.0
8.5
11.8

40.4
15.4
21.5
6.4
16.4

36.8
19.0
23.6
7.1
19.6

34.1
13.5
25.0
7.4
20.1

769.0

822.0

652.0

19.6

22.3

17.7

22.3

24.1

20.7

Pentium platform: CPU 2.8 Ghz, 800 Mhz FSB with Hyper-Threading technology.
Integrator platform: CPU 120 Mhz, 52 Mhz FSB in asynchronous bus mode.
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Figure 3: (a) Integrator architecture 1. (b) Integrator architecture 2. (c) Versatile architecture 1. (d) Versatile architecture 2.

correct HW/SW codesign information, which guided the
direction of the system optimization.

4. SoC Performance Estimation
The proposed SoC performance estimation involved three
phases to predict the target SoC performance. Phase 1 built

up the correct SoC prototyping analysis environment. Phase 2
attempted to configure the core module parameter which
yielded a fixed performance estimation ratio for pure software
operations. Phase 3 mixed the profiling tools to estimate the
application with HW/SW codesign. In addition to the postlayout simulation parameter, the SoC performance can also
be predicted.
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Table 3: QT performance decrease for MPEG-4 decoder.

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3

1
2
Linux
C + GUI
4.09
1.13
10.89
7.90
16.48
13.50
Ave. descent

3
Descent
2.96
2.99
2.98
2.9766

4
Linux
4.27
11.40
17.58

5
C Opt. + GUI
1.24
8.45
14.63
Ave. descent

6
Descent
3.03
2.95
2.95
2.9766

7
Linux
4.28
11.42
17.72

8
Assembly + GUI
1.35
8.45
14.73
Ave. descent

9
Descent
2.93
2.97
2.99
2.9633

Unit: frame per second (fps).
Set 1: CPU 57 Mhz/Local Bus 33 Mhz/AHB Bus 33 Mhz/Fast Mode.
Set 2: CPU 160 Mhz/Local Bus 52 Mhz/AHB Bus 33 Mhz/Fast Mode.
Set 3: CPU 126 Mhz/Local Bus 52 Mhz/AHB Bus 33 Mhz/Asynchronous Mode.

chip post-layout simulation results. The result considered all
the hardware and software elements, and so it was the result
of the targeted SoC.

Figure 4: Experimental ARM Integrator SoC prototype.

4.1. Estimation Flow. The SoC estimation performance flow
is presented in Figure 6. In Section 3, building a complete SoC
prototype is discussed, and so the software infrastructure,
that is, system software, must be prepared in Phase 1. The
parameters of system software influenced several performance features, including the time slot of embedded OS,
kernel scheduling for each process, and the GUI resolution with color depth. Phase 2 adjusted the core module
parameters, including the processor clock frequency, bus
clock frequency, processor operation mode, bus operation
mode, SDRAM clock frequency, SDRAM operation mode,
and core module FPGA frequency, to map a fixed performance ratio for performance estimation. The phase only
modeled the pure software execution part and predicted
the performance. Phase 3 focused on the subprogram with
HW/SW cooperations. The subprogram with IP co-operation
was modeled in the phase. The on-chip bus and the IPs
must be modeled at cycle-accurate precision. Phase 3 was
combined with the profiling results, the prototype FPGA
synthesized data, predicted SoC post-layout simulation data,
and the measured data from the prototype to extract the
gate-level cycle-accurate performance estimation. All the
parameters of the prototype setup must be coordinated with
other prototypes in Phase 3 to keep a linear proportion with
the target SoC parameters. Otherwise, prediction error may
occur. The configuration of the prototype parameters is very
important in the proposed methodology, for it is not the
only requirement in traditional system verification. After
previous works, we obtained the SoC performance through
the combination of cycle-accurate simulation results and the

4.2. System Software Environment on SoC. The system software was the infrastructure of the operational environments
of application programs. It established the possibility for
multitask operation at the cost of system performance. For
exploration, we simulated the performance digression of the
QT/Embedded GUI on Linux. The GUI had been ported
on our SoC prototype. The simulation was also targeted
on the MPEG-4 decoder. The specifications of the MPEG-4
decoding were the same as those in Table 2. Table 3 illustrates
the performance decrease by QT/Embedded GUI. Columns
1–3, 4–6, and 7–9, respectively, present the original reference
software, the optimized C program, and the program optimized by assembly language coding for the MC algorithm.
Columns 1, 4, and 7 list the program performances on textural
Linux with direct frame buffer video display. Columns 2,
5, and 8 perform the program execution on Linux plus
QT/Embedded GUI environment. The last ones of the three
MPEG-4 programs presented the performance decrement
by QT/Embedded, which showed that different prototype
configurations had 2.96∼2.98 fps decrease in average. The
three prototype setups are presented in the notes of the table.
Through the simulation, we can see that the establishment of
the system software environment was important in predicting
the SoC performance. Moreover GUI, the embedded OS
tuning, device driver optimization also affected the precision
of the performance estimation.

5. Prototype Performance Model
The prototype is a product of printed circuit board (PCB), and
so the performance is sensitive to the production. In the same
batch, two prototypes always measure different parameters.
Thus, except for the parameters inside FPGA, the prototype
parameters should be extracted by logic analyzer. Figure 7
demonstrates the performance of the application program in
the three estimation phases. In the previous section, we have
mentioned the factors of system software. The performance
of Phase 1 was lower than one of the processor instruction
set simulator (ISS), but a complete environment must be
ported on the prototype. In Figure 7, the performance loss
between the bare environment and Phase 1 was caused by
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MPEG-4 decoder application software
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Embedded GUI
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Figure 5: MPEG-4 decoder SoC HW/SW architecture and ARM Integrator prototype configuration.
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the consumption of the system software. In the SoC design
division, the system software provider rapidly supplied the
initial version in this phase. The second phase adjusted the
CPU speed, cache speed, and bus speed to the ratio of
target SoC. Phase 3 was mixed with the profiling results to
focus on the subprogram with IP system call. The measured
parameters, via the proposed HW/SW codesign strategy,
performed gate-level cycle-accurate performance prediction.
The additional post-layout simulation can assist the designer
to extract SoC system performance.
5.1. Software Performance Model. The software performance
estimation [6–8] is a traditional issue in computer science.
The cross-platform simulation of SoC design is more complex
before SoC tapeout. However, manufacturing IC with a
deep submicron technology is costly. Time is required in
the whole system simulation for standard compatibility test
and stability verification, and consumer electronics are able
to meet the requirement. To reduce estimation complexity,
Phase 2 only included the components for software execution.
These elements were connected by the ASB local bus. The
strategy adopted the ratio of down-scale frequency of the
elements on core module to the target SoC. However, the PCB
transmission delay often causes local bus parameter skew.
Figure 8(a) illustrates a bus parameter skew, and Figure 8(b)
lengthens the bus period to meet a bus transaction pattern
of the target SoC. Figure 8(a) demonstrates the cycle ratio
of Transfer 1 to Transfer 2, which was 3 : 1 in ASB sequential
mode. Since the ratio of the target SoC was 2 : 1, the prototype
of the bus period should be lengthened from 10 ns to
15 ns. After a series of prototype parameter verification and
tuning, a down-scale cycle-accurate prototype can be used in
estimating the SoC performance by the ratio of prototypemeasured performance. The theoretical cycle-accurate result
was considered as the system software effect.

5.2. System HW/SW Performance Model. The system HW/
SW performance model focused on the SoC subprogram with
IP system call. Generally speaking, the plan of an SoC design
exhausts the performance of the embedded processors. The
IP is usually located in the critical functions. The proposed
system performance model was composed of the profiling
tools, on-chip bus measured parameters, and the timing
of the IP synthesized netlist to predict an SoC performance with IP cooperations. The profiling tools synthesized
application programs as a subprogram tree. Each branch
(subprogram) was marked with the subprogram execution
time with a percentage note. We presented the subprogram
tree in Figure 9. All the subprograms were decomposed into
elementary instructions. If the subprogram is replaced by
the IP design, the performance of Phase 2 can be swapped
by the estimation result of Phase 3 model, which can be
estimated by the prototype-measured bus parameter and the
IP timing data of the synthesized gate-level design, and so
forth. Figure 10 illustrates the AMBA bus parameters, which
were fed into the AMBA Mode 2 in Figure 9. The proposed
SW model, system HW/SW model, and the profiling results
were unified to perform the SoC gate-level cycle-accurate
performance estimation methodology.

6. Experimental Results
To automatically analyze the profiling result, we had programmed a tool profile GUI to analyze and joint the parameters to estimate the application performance. Figure 11
presents the screen shot of the profile GUI. The right region
is a synthesized view of the profiling result. The top left
one is directed to a profiling texture file generated by GUN
gprof. The bottom left corner is available to input the model
parameters. Key calculation performs the process of Phase 2
and Phase 3 model to predict a target SoC performance.
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Figure 8: (a) Local bus parameter skew 3 : 1. (b) Recovery the bus skew 2 : 1.

SOPC is an SoC-like chip, which consisted of an embedded processor and several programmable logic cells. The
on-chip bus is similar to that of SoC. Therefore, we chose
the Altera EXPA10 development board [20] as the target
SoC. Contained in the embedded processor stripe were the
ARM922T processor, SDRAM controller, and 38,400 logic
elements. Figure 12 presents the EXPA 10 architecture. The
CPU processor core was the same as the ARM 920T test
chip on our prototype. Since the cache size was different
from ours, we disabled it. The MPEG-4 player was also the
simulation program. The simulation results and the main
model parameters are listed in Table 4. We followed the
estimation flow of Figure 6, and thus the Linux kernel 2.6
was also ported on the EXPA10 development board. The
simulation result showed that the ARM Integrator performance estimation model was very close to the result of the
EXPA10 platform. The C and assembly optimized programs
showed 3.5% and 0.66% of error, respectively. The average

error rate was 2.08%, which was caused by the SDRAM
controller design and the different types of local buses. The
experimental results can sufficiently support the proposed
SoC performance estimation methodology.

7. Conclusions
In the paper, we presented an SoC gate-level cycle-accurate
performance methodology based on SoC prototype. Traditionally, SoC prototype is used in system function verification, compatibility, and stability test. Because of the
advance of semiconductor process, SoC is able to integrate
more and more elements in a single chip. The complex
software hierarchy makes SoC HW/SW co-deign a barrier
waiting to be conquered. The application program executed
on embedded OS, GUI subsystem, device driver increases
the gap between software and system HW/SW codesign. The
tradeoff is the HW/SW model and time consumption in
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Table 4: Experimental results of the MPEG-4 decoder.

Platform
Program
Stefan
Foreman
M-D
Average

C
0.207
0.261
0.269
0.246

Integrator
Assembly
0.220
0.249
0.278
0.249

EXPA10
Assembly
0.437
0.501
0.565
0.501

C
0.404
0.510
0.510
0.475

Platform
CPU
Local Bus
AHB
SDRAM

Main model parameters
Integrator
25 Mhz
25 Mhz
25 Mhz
128 MB

EXPA10
50 Mhz
50 Mhz
50 Mhz
128 MB

Unit: frame per second (fps).
HW/SW performance
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Figure 9: Profiling tree and HW cycle-accurate model.
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Figure 10: AMMA AHB parameter.

simulation. We reused the rapid simulation time of the SoC
prototype and offered accurate estimation model to transfer
the prototype into a semi-real-time SoC design environment. The framework was a three-phase design process. It
can meet the gate-level cycle-accurate requirement, which
concurrently covers the effects of the embedded processor,

Figure 11: Profile GUI: performance estimation tool.

on-chip bus structure, IP design, embedded OS, GUI systems,
and application programs. The system performance can be
explored according to the proposed estimation models, the
profiling results of the application programs, and the timing
parameters from the post-layout simulation of the target
SoC. The experimental results showed that our method was
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Figure 12: Altera EXPA10 architecture.

accompanied by an average of only 2.08% of error in an
MPEG-4 decoder SoC at simple profile level 2 specifications.
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In this paper, a high-accuracy programmable timing generator with wide-range tuning capability is proposed. With the aid of dual
delay-locked loop (DLL), both of the coarse- and fine-tuning mechanisms are operated in precise closed-loop scheme to lessen the
effects of the ambient variations. The timing generator can provide sub-gate resolution and instantaneous switching capability. The
circuit is implemented and simulated in TSMC 0.18 𝜇m 1P6M technology. The test chip area occupies 1.9 mm2 . The reference clock
cycle can be divided into 128 bins by interpolation to obtain 14 ps resolution with the clock rate at 550 MHz. The INL and DNL are
within −0.21∼+0.78 and −0.27∼+0.43 LSB, respectively.

1. Introduction
Time is one of the important properties of the nature. Timing
generators, a.k.a. delay generators, are used to produce accurate clock signals with adjustable timing which can be widely
applied in the instrumentation and chip system [1–5], like IC
testers, pulse generators, logic analyzers, oscilloscopes, and
time-to-digital converters. With the advancing progress in
IC technology, the timing generator can be implemented and
integrated as the analog front-end circuitry with other digital
circuitry inside the same chip. In recent designs, delay-locked
loops (DLLs) are suitable to provide the timing function in all
time issues. And DLLs can also offer precise timing reference
signals to ensure the system operation properly. For most
timing generators using DLL often providing the resolution
of single buffer gate delay, the sub-gate resolution is acquired
via gate delay difference [1], external control [2], or phase
interpolation [5]. However, these approaches work in openloop manners. Thus, the open-loop circuitry is very sensitive
to ambient variations caused by process, voltage, and temperature. In this paper, a high-accuracy programmable timing
generator with wide-range tuning capability is proposed
to offer the sub-gate resolution with closed-loop control

which alleviates the ambient impacts. With the aid of dual
DLL, the delay resolution can be monitored and regulated
continuously in switching the timing setting instantaneously.

2. Circuit Architecture and
Principle of Operation
The proposed circuit architecture and timing operation of
the programmable timing generator are depicted in Figure 1.
Since the aim of the proposed circuit is to divide the clock
cycle of the input reference clock into different phases by
digital controlled codes, the timing generator is constructed
by coarse and fine stages to generate resolutions which are
one buffer gate delay and sub-gate delay, respectively. Unlike
the conventional architecture using open-loop scheme for the
fine tuning, the DLL-based fine timing generator resides in
front of the coarse one to provide a delay range less than
one gate delay (𝑡𝐶). With a small delay variation on the
fine output, the phase deviation of the coarse input can be
compensated much easily. Therefore, the closed-loop control
can be applied not only to the coarse stage but also the fine
stage due to this new topology.
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Figure 1: Timing generator.
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Figure 3: Wide-range starving-current delay cell.

3. Circuit Description
In this section, the important circuit blocks of the proposed
timing generator are explained in the following in detail.
3.1. Pseudo-Differential Delay Cell. In order to mitigate the
effect of the switching noise caused by the supply potential,
the Pseudo-differential delay cell is employed as illustrated
in Figure 2. The cross-coupled inverters are functioned as a
latch to reduce the duty cycle mismatch of the differential
output signals. Figure 3 shows the starving-current delay cell

(SCDC) with extra controlled current sources and sinks for
wide frequency range setting [6]. The coarse control voltage
(𝑉𝐶) can tune the charging/discharging currents of SCDC
and then the delay inherently. When the current sources
and sinks are chosen to be on or off by switch control,
SW[0 : 1], different delay ranges can be selected. SCDC
is dedicated for the coarse tuning. As long as the delay
transfer characteristics are overlapped in the adjacent digital
setting, the delay line consisting of several Pseudo-differential
delay cell can accept a continuous frequency range for the
input reference clock. Another way to contribute delay is
the digital controlled load (DCL) (Figure 4). The DCL with
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binary-weighted loading will be further fine-tune its delay
characteristic via the input analog control (𝑉CTRL ). When the
value of the digital selection signal (𝑆[0 : 3]) increases by one,
the added delay of the DCL will be equal to one-sixteenth of
the delay of SCDC.

3.2. Fine Timing Generator. The fundamental architecture of
the fine timing generator shown in Figure 5 looks like the
simple delay-locked loop. The coarse control voltage (𝑉𝐶) is
derived from the coarse timing generator. The fine timing
generator will start its operation when it receives the locking
signal (LOCK) from the coarse timing generator. However,
in order to obtain the correct control voltage for fine tuning
(𝑉CTRL ), the number of delay cells is reduced from eight to
six. Then the delay line lacks two-buffer gate delay that should
be balanced by the digital controlled load. As discussed in
previous sub-session, the overall value of the digital selection
signals (FSEL and FS1∼FS5) in these Pseudo-differential delay
cells must be equal to 32 (=16 × 2).

In order to achieve the instantaneous switching capability,
the criteria of setting the digital selection signals are the
following two equations:
FSEL + FS1 = 15,

(1)

FS2 + FS3 + FS4 + FS5 = 17.

(2)

By adding (1) and (2), all the values of the digital selection
signals are summed to be 32 which satisfy the requirement of
balanced delay described previously. Equation (1) is specially
designed to simplify the control mechanism in high-speed
operation since FS1 can be the one’s complement of FSEL
without any extra arithmetic circuitry. All the other signal
values can be preset to derive the best performance.
3.3. Coarse Timing Generator. The key design concept of the
coarse timing generator depicted in Figure 6 comes from
the conventional multiphase DLL. The Pseudo-differential
delay cells described in previous sub-session are utilized
by setting all the digital selection signals to be zeros so
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4. Implementation and Simulated Results
To verify the feasibility of the proposed architecture, the
two-stage timing generator is designed and implemented in
TSMC 0.18 𝜇m 1P6M technology. The layout diagram of the
proposed circuit is shown in Figure 7. The circuit is implemented and simulated in TSMC 0.18 𝜇m 1P6M technology.
The test chip area occupies 1.9 mm2 including I/O pads. The
delay transfer characteristic of different setting is shown in
Figure 8.
All the curves are overlapped to ensure the frequency
range is continuous. The locking process is illustrated in
Figure 9. When the coarse DLL is in lock, the fine DLL starts
to work. The reference clock cycle can be divided into 128
bins by interpolation to obtain 14 ps resolution with the clock
rate at 550 MHz. The peak-to-peak jitter of the DLL output
clock in the static mode is 4.6 ps as shown in Figure 10(a).
In the switching mode as depicted in Figure 10(b), the peakto-peak jitter of the DLL output clock is slightly increased to
6.9 ps. The first 48 clock output phases of the timing generator
are demonstrated in Figure 11. The plots of integral and
differential nonlinearity (INL/DNL) at 550 MHz are sketched
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signals (CSEL). The coarse resolution is exactly equal to
the buffer gate delay of one SCDC. When the input clock
(CLKFINE ) changes its phase with the different fine selection
value (FSEL), the feedback clock (CLKC7 ) will not be aligned
with the input clock. The system stability will be destroyed
and the timing jitter will become larger. To compensate the
error caused by the instantaneous switching phenomenon,
a timing correction circuitry in front of the phase detector
(PD) by recalling the previous delay setting is also invented
to maintain the loop stability and to eliminate the possible
jitter.

Voltage

Figure 7: Layout diagram.
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Figure 9: Locking process.

in Figure 12. The INL and DNL are within −0.21∼+0.78
and −0.27∼+0.43 LSB, respectively. The timing generator
can operate at a frequency range within 280–550 MHz. The
overall simulated performance is summarized in Table 1.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the high-accuracy programmable timing generator with wide-range tuning capability has been proposed
and designed. With the aid of dual DLLs, the timing generator
can provide accurate sub-gate resolution with closed-loop
delay control and instantaneous switching capability. The
circuit is implemented and simulated in TSMC 0.18 𝜇m
1P6M technology. The area of the test chip is 1.9 mm2 . It
can interpolate the reference clock cycle with 128 divisions
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Table 1: Simulated performance summary.
Item
Technology
Supply voltage
Reference clock
Interpolation bin
Resolution
Output jitter
INL (LSB)
DNL (LSB)
Chip area
Power consumption

∗

(LSB)

0.3

Specification
TSMC 0.18 𝜇m 1P6M
1.8 V
280∼550 MHz
8 × 16
14 ps∗
6.9 ps (p-p)∗
−0.21∼+0.78∗
−0.27∼+0.43∗
1.37 × 1.39 mm2
41 mW∗

Represents that input reference clock rate is 550 MHz.

to obtain 14 ps resolution when running at 550 MHz. The
INL and DNL are within −0.21∼+0.78 and −0.27∼+0.43 LSB,
respectively.
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Figure 12: Nonlinearity performance.
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This paper presents a high-efficiency monolithic dc-dc PFM boost converter designed with a standard TSMC 3.3/5V 0.35 𝜇m CMOS
technology. The proposed boost converter combines the parallel power MOS technique with pulse-frequency modulation (PFM)
technique to achieve high efficiency over a wide load current range, extending battery life and reducing the cost for the portable
systems. The proposed parallel power MOS controller and load current detector exactly determine the size of power MOS to increase
power conversion efficiency in different loads. Postlayout simulation results of the designed circuit show that the power conversion
is 74.9–90.7% efficiency over a load range from 1 mA to 420 mA with 1.5 V supply. Moreover, the proposed boost converter has a
smaller area and lower cost than those of the existing boost converter circuits.

1. Introduction
The great demands for portable electronic equipment, such
as cellular phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), digital
cameras, and hand-held communication instruments are
growing rapidly in the huge consumer markets [1–10]. The
utilization of single-cell battery in the portable devices is
increasing to reduce effectively the volume and weight of the
products. Increasing the power efficiency of the converter is
important to extend the lifetime of battery. Several popular
techniques [1–7] have been extensively implemented.
The pulse width modulation (PWM) technique is frequently adopted in the literature [3, 5–7]. The switching
converter in PWM mode had high power efficiency and
low ripple voltage operated in the heavy load. Unfortunately,
when the switching converter is operated under mediumto-light loads, its power efficiency is seriously degraded. The
fixed-frequency PWM suffers in this way because the switching loss dominates the total power loss with medium-to-light
loads. The pulse-frequency modulation (PFM) technique in
discontinuous-conduction mode (DCM) [1, 8] has been used

to increase the power efficiency under the medium-to-light
load conditions. The load current determined the switching
frequency of switching converters with PFM technique. Thus,
the lower switching frequency in PFM mode effectively
reduced the switching loss under the medium-to-light loads.
Some commercial dc-dc converters [2, 4] combined PWM
and PFM techniques to get high power efficiency from heavy
load to light load operations. Moreover, a segmented output
stage for optimized efficiency, proposed by Trescases et al.,
has been used in PWM technique [8]. Although the proposed
circuit [8] had a 7.5% better efficiency under medium-to-light
loads, it had high cost, and large areas were needed.
This paper proposes a novel load current detector and
parallel power MOS technique that accurately adjust the
number of parallel power MOS transistors used based on
the load conditions, to achieve high power efficiency. The
proposed scheme yields a smaller area and lower cost than all
other existing schemes [2–9], because it depends on external
compensated components. The proposed boost converter
is designed with a standard TSMC 3.3/5V 0.35-𝜇m 2P4M
CMOS technology. The postlayout simulation results show
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic PFM dc-dc boost converter; (b) key waveforms of discontinuous-conduction mode (DCM).

that the power efficiency of the proposed boost converter
from 1 mA to 420 mA output current exceeds 74.9% at a 1.5 V
supply.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the existing pfm dc-dc boost converters.
Section 3 presents the proposed high-efficiency monolithic
dc-dc boost converter with parallel power MOS. Section 4
presents simulation results that confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed circuit. The final section draws conclusions.

the PFM technique is always utilized in the discontinuousconduction mode (DCM) to reduce the switching loss.
Figure 1(b) displays the key waveforms of DCM where the
on-time (𝑇 𝑀𝑁1 ) of the power transistor 𝑀𝑁1 is fixed and
the 𝑇DCM varies with the load current. 𝑇DCM is inversely
proportional to the load. During 𝑇DCM , both switches 𝑀𝑁1
and 𝑀𝑃1 remain off and the load current is supplied by the
output capacitor 𝐶out1 .

3. The Proposed DC-DC PFM Boost Converter
2. The Existing PFM DC-DC Boost Converter
Figure 1(a) schematically depicts an existing PFM dc-dc boost
converter. It consists of the power stage and PFM technique
circuits which contain a current sensor, a driving buffer, an
off-time controller, an SR latch, and comparators. The switching converter in PFM mode has high power efficiency when
operated under the medium-light load conditions because

In this paper, a novel dc-dc PFM boost converter is designed
to maintain high power-conversion efficiency of the converter for portable applications over large load ranges.
Figure 2 presents the block diagram of the proposed dcdc PFM boost converter that comprises a parallel power
PMOS/NMOS, a load current detector, a parallel power MOS
controller, an energy time generator, and a sense current
detector. When the load circuit operates in the standby or
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sleep modes, a little load current is required, and it is supplied
by a small power MOS. In contrast, a large power MOS
provides a large current when the load circuit is in the
operating mode.

3.1. PFM Boost Converter in Light Load. If the boost converter
in PFM mode is optimally designed for light load conditions,
a small power MOS is used in the power stage. Since the peak
inductor current 𝐼𝑃𝑃 is proportional to the size of the power
MOS, so the stored energy 𝑄𝐿 in the inductor varies with the
size of power MOS, as shown in Figure 3. As a result, the
PFM boost converter with a small power MOS has a high
power efficiency under light loads, but it cannot supply a large
current for heavy loads as shown in Figure 4.

3.2. PFM Boost Converter in Heavy Load. When the PFM
boost converter is designed for heavy loads, a large power
MOS is needed to produce a large peak inductor current
𝐼𝑃𝑃2 and store much energy 𝑄𝐿2 in the inductor. Although
a PFM boost converter with a large power MOS can provide
large energy 𝑄𝐿 and has high power efficiency under heavy
loads, its large conduction loss and leakage loss markedly
degrade the power efficiency in light load currents, defeating
the power-saving advantages of PFM in DCM operation, as
shown in Figure 4. Additionally, a large output voltage ripple
Δ𝑉OUT2 seriously affects the circuit performance of the load
system.
3.3. Proposed Parallel Power MOS. The size of the power MOS
in the proposed PFM boost converter is accurately controlled
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to yield high power efficiency from heavy load to light load.
The parallel power MOS units are composed of the small
power MOS 𝑀𝑃𝑝1 and 𝑀𝑁𝑝1 and the large power MOS 𝑀𝑃𝑝2
and 𝑀𝑁𝑝2 , which are displayed in Figure 5. When the boost
converter operates under a heavy load, all power MOS units

are operated to provide a large current to the load circuit.
Furthermore, when the boost converter operates from heavy
load to light load, the large power MOS units 𝑀𝑁𝑝2 and 𝑀𝑃𝑝2
are turned off and the small power MOS units 𝑀𝑁𝑝1 and
𝑀𝑃𝑝1 generate a small current to load circuits. Consequently,
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Figure 6: Die photograph of the proposed boost converter.
Table 1: Comparisons of dc-dc boost converters.
[4]
PWM/PFM
1 mA–600 mA
60%–92%
Yes
Large

Control technique
Load current range
Power conversion efficiency
External compensated circuit
Chip area

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
800 m
600 m
400 m
200 m
0

𝑉out = 1.8 V

2
1.5
1
500 m

𝑉out = 2 V

0
0

400 𝜇m

800 𝜇m

1.2 m

1.6 m

2m

Time (lin) (TIME)

Figure 7: The boost converter boosts a 1.5 V supply to 1.8 V and 2 V
at an output current of 420 mA.

the proposed circuit not only has high power efficiency under
heavy loads but also maintains the advantages of PFM under
light loads.
3.4. Proposed Parallel Power MOS Controller and Load Current Detector. Figure 5 schematically depicts the schematic
of proposed parallel power MOS controller and load current
detector, which consists of a hysteresis comparator on, a

[6]
PWM
10 mA–150 mA
81%–95.5%
Yes
Large

Proposed
PFM
1 mA–420 mA
74.9%–90.74%
No
Small

comparator Off, and an SR latch. When the converter operates at various load currents, the proposed circuit exactly
detects variations of output voltage to determine the power
MOS. The operational principle is described as follows. When
the load current varies from light load to heavy load or the
divider voltage 𝑉𝑓 of the output voltage 𝑉out is lower than the
reference voltage Refon1 , the output of comparator ON sends
a high signal through the SR latch to increase power MOS
units. However, as the load current varies from heavy load
to light load or the voltage 𝑉𝑓 exceeds the reference voltage
Refoff1 , the output of comparator Off sends a high signal to
reset the node of the SR latch to turn off the large power MOS
𝑀𝑃𝑝2 and 𝑀𝑁𝑝2 . Furthermore, the SR latch not only controls
the power MOS units but also hold the output signals of the
comparator on and comparator Off. Thus, the power MOS
units can be accurately determined by the proposed circuit.

4. Postlayout Simulation and
Comparison Results
The proposed high-efficiency monolithic dc-dc boost converter is implemented using the TSMC 0.35 𝜇m CMOS
2P4M technology. Figure 6 presents a die photograph of
the proposed dc-dc PFM boost converter. The postlayout
simulation results show that the proposed PFM boost converter can boost a 1.5 V supply to 1.8 V or 2 V at the 420 mA
output current, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the
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Figure 8: Power efficiency of the proposed PFM boost converter at (a) 1.8 V and (b) 2 V output voltages.
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Figure 9: Transient response of the proposed boost converter under
400 mA load current step.

power efficiency of the proposed PFM boost converter at
two supply voltages. The maximum power efficiency of the
proposed converter exceeds 90.7% for 420 mA at 1.5 V supply.
Figure 9 illustrates the transient response of the proposed
boost converter when a 400 mA load current step is applied.
As the load current varies from 1 mA to 400 mA, the load
current detector detects a drop voltage 80 mV of output
voltage and output voltage 𝑉𝑄 of the SR latch is changed to
high to increase power MOS units. As the load decreases

from 400 mA to 1 mA, a step voltage 50 mV of output voltage
is detected units and voltage 𝑉𝑄 of the SR latch transmits a
low signal to turn off the large power MOS 𝑀𝑃𝑝2 and 𝑀𝑁𝑝2 .
Additionally, when the boost converter is just started, the
output voltage can be fast boosted to demand voltage even
if small load current is needed as shown in Figure 9. The
proposed circuit has a smaller chip area and a lower cost than
other boost converters [4, 6], as indicated in Table 1, because
the proposed circuit needs no PWM technique and external
compensated circuit.

5. Conclusion
A high-efficiency dc-dc boost converter for a portable supply
is designed with a standard CMOS process. The proposed
boost converter verifies that the utilization of a parallel power
MOS provides high power conversion efficiency from light
load to heavy loads. The proposed load current detector and
parallel power MOS controller accurately determines the size
of power MOS under the different loads. The postlayout
simulation results show that the power efficiency of the
proposed circuit is 74.9% for a load current of 1 mA and
90.7% for a load current of 420 mA at a supply voltage of
1.5 V. Moreover, the area of the proposed circuit is smaller
than those of the circuits in the literature under heavy to light
loads. Thus, the proposed boost converter is very suitable for
supplying power in modern portable devices.
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Many people use digital still cameras to take photographs in contemporary society. Significant amounts of digital information have
led to the emergence of a digital era. Because of the small size and low cost of the product hardware, most image sensors use a color
filter array to obtain image information. However, employing a color filter array results in the loss of image information; thus, a color
interpolation technique must be employed to retrieve the original picture. Numerous researchers have developed interpolation
algorithms in response to various image problems. The method proposed in this study involves integrating discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) into the interpolation algorithm. The method was developed based on edge weight and partial gain characteristics
and uses the basic wavelet function to enhance the edge performance and processes of the nearest or larger and smaller direction
gradients. The experiment results were compared to those of other methods to verify that the proposed method can improve image
quality.

1. Introduction
The basic principles of digital still cameras and traditional
cameras are analogous. Traditional cameras use sensitization
negatives to sense the input image. Digital still cameras
project the input image onto a charge-coupled device (CCD),
where it is transformed into a digital signal. The digital signal
is then stored in a memory component after compression.
However, this signal indicates the light intensity and not
the color variation. Therefore, a color filter array must be
employed for digital sampling. Color filter arrays typically
employ the RGB original color separation technique, where
red, green, and blue values are mixed into a complete color
image after the original image is passed through three color
filter arrays. Because of the high costs and large space
required to use three color filter arrays with CCDs, only one
color filter array with a CCD is employed. Consequently, each
pixel possesses only one red, green, and blue color elements.
The general color filter array in digital still cameras possesses
a Bayer pattern [1], as shown in Figure 1. An interpolation

algorithm must be employed to identify the two missing colors based on the surrounding pixels. The zipper effect or false
colors are typically observed in images after interpolation.
Numerous interpolation algorithms have been proposed to
resolve these problems and obtain good image quality.
Image interpolation methods possess spatial and frequency characteristics. Edge direction and nonedge direction interpolation methods adopt spatial characteristics. The
adjacent pixels selected by nonedge direction interpolation
methods are constant. Examples of this method type include
the bilinear interpolation method [2] and color difference
interpolation method [3]. Because these methods do not
detect edges, the edges of partial images are blurred following
interpolation. The adjacent pixels selected by edge direction
interpolation methods are nonconstant. These methods can
detect and reduce blurred edges in the horizontal and vertical
directions of an image. Examples of this method type include
the edge sensing interpolation method [4] and edge correlation sensing correction interpolation method [5]. Frequency
characteristic interpolation methods include the alternating
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Figure 1: Bayer pattern color filter array.
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Figure 3: (a) Green interpolation and (b) red or blue interpolation.

projections interpolation method [6] and novel frequencydomain interpolation method [7]. Interpolation methods of
this type use high- or low-frequency correlation to improve
image aliasing and contrived phenomena and can provide
high-quality images. A number of studies have employed
a combination of the described methods or have proposed
methods that use a wavelet algorithm for the edge or frequency domains [8–10]. Common research techniques are
based on the physical characteristics of interference [11, 12].
Furthermore, the method combines edge and frequency
algorithms for interpolation [13–15]. In [12], good missing
green samples were first obtained based on the variances of

Gradients

Dwt

Determine
edge direction

Interpolation

Figure 5: Flowchart of the processes in Algorithm 1.

color differences along a correct edge direction. The red and
blue components were then interpolated based on the interpolated green plane. The refinement scheme was employed
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if (|(G8-G18)|>0)&(|(G12-G14)|>0)⋅ ⋅ ⋅
&(|(G8-G18)|<Thd)&(|(G12-G14)|<Thd)⋅ ⋅ ⋅
&(|(G8-G18)|>0&|(G8-G12)|>0&|(G8-G14)|>0)


cD1H=|(G8-G18)|+(R13∗ 2 -R3-R23);


∗
cD2V=|(G12-G14)|+(R13 2-R11-R15);
else
[cA1, cD1]=DWT(G8, G18);
[cA2, cD2]=DWT(G12, G14);


cD1H=|(cD1(2:2))|+(R13∗ 2-R3-R23);


∗

cD2V=|(cD2(2:2))|+(R13 2-R11-R15);
end
if (cD2V>cD1H)
G13=(G8+G18)/2+(R13∗ 2-R3-R23)/4;
elseif (cD1H>cD2V)
G13=(G12+G14)/2+(R13∗ 2-R11-R15)/4;
else
G13=(G8+G18+G12+G14)/4;
end
Algorithm 1

Table 1: Peak signal-to-noise ratio (unit: dB).
thd
(thd1 = 1)
50
100
150
200
210
220
221
222
223
224
225
230
240
250

R

G

B

Average

37.6492
37.6681
37.6753
37.6745
37.6745
37.6745
37.6745
37.6745
37.6745
37.6745
37.6745
37.6730
37.6730
37.6730

39.2368
39.2605
39.2719
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2722
39.2722
39.2722

37.7998
37.8147
37.8249
37.8265
37.8265
37.8265
37.8265
37.8265
37.8265
37.8265
37.8265
37.8267
37.8267
37.8267

38.2286
38.2478
38.2574
38.2584
38.2584
38.2584
38.2584
38.2584
38.2584
38.2584
38.2584
38.2573
38.2573
38.2573

Table 2: Peak signal-to-noise ratio (unit: dB).
if (|(B7-B19)|<Thd1&|(B7-B17)|<Thd1&|(B7-B9)|<Thd1)
[cA1, cD1]=DWT(B7, B19);
[cA2, cD2]=DWT(B17, B9);
cD1H=|(cD1(2:2))|;
cD2V=|(cD2(2:2))|;
if cD1H<cD2V
B13=G13+(B7-G7+B19-G19)/2;
elseif cD1H>cD2V
B13=G13+(B9-G9+B17-G17)/2;
else
B13=G13+(B7-G7+B19-G19+B9-G9+B17-G17)/4;
end
else
B13=G13+(B7-G7+B19-G19+B9-G9+B17-G17)/4;
end
Algorithm 2

thd 1
(thd = 223)
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
40
50
100
150
200
250

R

G

B

Average

37.6745
37.6745
37.6742
37.6734
37.6719
37.6597
37.6127
37.5647
37.5103
37.4765
37.4035
37.3927
37.3926
37.3923

39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742
39.2742

37.8265
37.8265
37.8261
37.8252
37.8239
37.8091
37.7594
37.7081
37.6582
37.6223
37.5498
37.5365
37.5357
37.5346

38.2584
38.2584
38.2582
38.2576
38.2567
38.2477
38.2154
38.1823
38.1476
38.1243
38.0758
38.0678
38.0675
38.0670

Start
Yes

Use dwt?

No

Gradients

Dwt

Determine
edge direction

Interpolation

Figure 6: Flowchart of the processes in Algorithm 2.

to improve the interpolation performance. The method
employed in [15] obtains luminance values at the green sample locations and preserves high-frequency information. An
adaptive filter was used to estimate the luminance values of
the red and blue samples. Then, the estimated full-resolution
luminance was used to interpolate the red, green, and blue
color components. These results indicate that many interpolation methods result in contrived colors or blurred edges
because they cannot sensitively detect edges or perform
appropriate color interpolation. Therefore, effective interpolation of the image edge cannot be achieved. In this study,
the relationship between the surrounding interpolation pixel
weights and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was used to
perform color interpolation and edge detection. The results
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Figure 7: Standard images.

1

0

−1

0

1

2

3

Figure 8: db2 wavelet waveform.

were then compared with those reported by other studies
using conventional methods.

2. Proposed Method and DWT
2.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform. DWT can use the basic
wavelet function 𝜙(𝑡) and scaling function 𝜓(𝑡) to conduct
decomposition and reconstruction of sampling signals. The

basic function is used to detect detailed variations. The scaling function is used to approximate original signals, which
can be denoted as
𝜓 (𝑡) = ∑𝑔 (𝑛) √2𝜙 (2𝑡 − 𝑛) ,
𝑛

𝜙 (𝑡) = ∑ℎ (𝑛) √2𝜙 (2𝑡 − 𝑛) .
𝑛

(1)
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Table 3: Peak signal-to-noise ratio comparison (unit: dB).

Studies
Picture 01
Picture 02
Picture 03
Picture 04
Picture 05
Picture 06
Picture 07
Picture 08
Picture 09
Picture 10
Picture 11
Picture 12
Picture 13
Picture 14
Picture 15
Picture 16
Picture 17
Picture 18
Picture 19
Picture 20
Picture 21
Picture 22
Picture 23
Picture 24
Average

Sakamoto et al. [2]
30.85
36.03
35.88
28.62
35.60
32.57
36.03
32.00
35.76
33.13
32.30
34.21
36.73
36.36
33.36
35.02
32.50
37.75
36.51
28.59
36.34
34.83
33.03
30.66
33.94

Gunturk et al. [6]
38.05
37.55
42.06
34.73
41.75
39.22
39.07
37.94
42.11
35.89
37.39
37.93
41.45
41.57
39.31
38.94
40.38
41.71
40.38
37.26
42.52
42.10
40.83
34.92
39.38

Pei and Tam [3]
34.08
35.54
39.78
31.57
39.36
36.06
39.16
35.25
40.29
35.93
35.43
36.93
41.23
40.72
37.86
38.92
35.51
42.12
39.94
31.04
40.33
38.32
38.99
33.95
37.43

The basic wavelet function can be calculated from the
scaling function. 𝑔(𝑛) and ℎ(𝑛) are digital filter coefficients;
their relationship is expressed as

Dubois [7]
38.02
37.88
42.17
35.13
41.71
38.86
39.32
39.96
42.17
36.04
37.27
38.22
41.69
41.97
39.81
39.27
40.42
42.19
40.52
35.27
42.98
43.71
40.39
35.34
39.60

Lukac et al. [5]
37.41
37.78
42.32
34.29
41.59
38.74
40.01
37.45
42.19
37.07
37.09
38.52
42.39
42.48
39.14
39.25
39.34
42.93
40.79
34.57
42.27
40.45
41.18
34.89
39.34

Chung et al. [13]
39.88
37.96
42.91
36.22
42.05
40.17
39.79
40.75
42.32
36.24
37.68
38.45
42.31
41.67
40.56
39.33
41.75
42.07
40.15
37.56
43.54
44.31
41.58
35.29
40.19

Proposed
38.26
38.96
43.70
34.62
43.09
39.72
41.92
39.19
43.35
39.28
38.27
40.80
43.25
43.96
40.41
40.91
41.98
43.73
42.66
36.76
44.55
41.63
40.80
36.46
40.76

The wavelet transform decomposition process is expressed
as
cA1 (𝑘) = ∑ℎ (𝑛 − 2𝑘) 𝑆 (𝑛)

𝑛

𝑔 (𝑛) = (−1) ℎ (𝑙 − 𝑛 − 1) .

(2)

𝑛

(3)

cD1 (𝑘) = ∑𝑔 (𝑛 − 2𝑘) 𝑆 (𝑛) .
In wavelet transform, 𝑔(𝑛) and ℎ(𝑛) are approximately
equal to a high-pass filter and a low-pass filter. In (2), 𝑙 denotes
the filter length. DWT has a similar function as a filter and can
analyze the signal layer by layer. This filter comprises a highpass filter and a low-pass filter. Figure 2 shows the operational
manner and first-order wavelet transform decomposition
of this filter. cA1(𝑘) is an approximate coefficient. This
indicates that the signal passes through a low-pass filter and
undergoes downsampling. Approximate coefficients retain
low-frequency information of the original signal 𝑆(𝑛) and less
high-frequency noise. cD1(𝑘) is a detailed coefficient. This
indicates that the signal passes through a high-pass filter and
undergoes downsampling. Detailed coefficients retain highfrequency information of the original signal 𝑆(𝑛). Figure 2 is
used in ↓2 to denote downsampling, which involves retaining
half low-frequency and half high-frequency data. The method
involves sampling odd and even terms.

𝑛

2.2. Proposed Method. Image information is obtained after
passing through a Bayer pattern color filter array. Horizontal
and vertical direction information is used to interpolate the
green portion. For the red and blue portions, only information in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions can be
employed, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, in this study, the
wavelet sensitivity and color correlation weight [4] are used
to identify the horizontal, vertical, and/or diagonal directions
and interpolate missing pixels.
Please refer to Figure 4. The green interpolation method
can be expressed asshown in Algorithm 1.
cD1H is the horizontal gradient. cD2V is the vertical
gradient. Thd is determined through an experiment and is
used to limit the range of the nearest or smaller direction gradients. When the horizontal or vertical gradients are small,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9: (a) Original picture, (b) bilinear interpolation, (c) color difference interpolation, (d) edge detection interpolation, (e) adaptive color
plane interpolation, and (f) the proposed method.

DWT is used to detect edges and is judged according to gradients. Because of the good sensitivity of DWT, detailed coefficients cD1 and cD2 can be obtained to enhance the gradients.
If an edge exists, it has the correct cD1 or cD2 to determine
the edge direction. G8 and G18 are calculated by DWT, which
produces cA1 and cD1. G12 and G14 follow the same procedure. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the processes in
Algorithm 1. First, the operations were assessed, the edge
direction was determined, and then interpolation was conducted.
Please refer to Figure 4. The red and blue interpolation
methods can be expressed as shown in Algorithm 2.
When the gradients are relatively close, DWT is used to
detect edges; otherwise, the color correlations are employed
to interpolate directly. Thd1 is determined through an experiment. Furthermore, the edge direction of large gradients
can be adjusted to limit the range of the nearest or larger
direction gradients. Figure 6 shows a flowchart of the processes in Algorithm 2. First, the operations are assessed. If
DWT is employed, the edge direction is determined before
conducting interpolation; otherwise, interpolation is directly

performed. The horizontal and vertical directions only possess information of the two adjacent pixels; thus, their correlation is directly employed for interpolation. The interpolation method can be expressed as
(B7 − G7 + B9 − G9)
(4)
.
2
The green interpolation method is identical to the red
and blue interpolation methods. Diagonal interpolation of
red and blue follows the same method used for blue and red.
Furthermore, the red horizontal or vertical interpolation
method is identical to that of blue.
B8 = G8 +

3. Simulation Result
This study employed 24 standard color pictures provided for
popular use. These images measure 512 × 768 or 768 × 512,
as shown in Figure 7, and have been included in numerous
studies. To begin the simulation, raw image data are read and
then separated into red, blue, and green image planes before
sampling using the Bayer pattern. Regarding wavelet function
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: (a) Original picture, (b) bilinear interpolation, (c) color difference interpolation, (d) edge detection interpolation, (e) adaptive
color plane interpolation, and (f) the proposed method.

selection, for this study, we adopted Daubechies wavelets for
the basic functions and used the db2 function for simulation.
Db2 is a second-rank Daubechies wavelet with a filter length
of 4 and four low-pass filter coefficients denoted as ℎ0,
ℎ1, ℎ2, and ℎ3. The values of these coefficients are 0.34151,
0.59151, 0.15849, and −0.091506. Employing the db2 wavelet
for simulation provides the optimum result. Db2 to db7 were
analyzed using, which indicated that shorter filters provide
superior results. Furthermore, only one transformation is
required. When transformed numerous times, waveforms
are stretched to the left and right. Figure 8 shows a db2
wavelet waveform. Wavelet waveforms and filter coefficients
are closely linked. Employing the adaptive wavelet function
to analyze signals provides superior results. The waveform
compression and stretch characteristics provide superior
results in the shortest time variations and can be understood
through observation. According to the experiment results,
Thd and Thd1 were 223 and 1, respectively. The experimental
process is shown in Tables 1 and 2. Picture 01 was used as
an example. Furthermore, 223 and 1 were the stable range
values.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) in this study with that of other studies. The
organizational sequence for the standard images in Figure 7
was from left to right and top to bottom. These images were
named according to a nominal scale as Picture 01 to Picture
24. After processing, the images differ from their original
appearance. To examine the image quality, PSNR is typically
contrasted. PSNR can be expressed as
MSE =

1 𝑚−1 𝑛−1
2
∑ ∑ [𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐾 (𝑖, 𝑗)] ,
𝑚𝑛 𝑖=0 𝑗=0

MAX2𝐼
MAX1
).
PSNR = 10 ⋅ log10 (
) = 20 ⋅ log10 (
√MSE
MSE

(5)

𝐼(𝑖, 𝑗) of the mean square error (MSE) is the pixel value
of the original image and is located at (𝑖, 𝑗). 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) is the
pixel value of position (𝑖, 𝑗) after image processing. The unit
of PSNR is in decibels (dB). A larger PSNR indicates less
aliasing. MAX𝐼 denotes the largest image pixel color value.
If 8 bits are used to represent each sample pixel, the total bit
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 11: (a) Original picture, (b) bilinear interpolation, (c) color difference interpolation, (d) edge detection interpolation, (e) adaptive
color plane interpolation, and (f) the proposed method.

number is 255. The results in Table 3 show that the proposed
method provides a superior image quality compared to that
in previous studies. Most images have large low-frequency
areas. Thus, the spatial domain interpolation algorithm can
be used to process most of images. However, if images possess
a large fluid wave, wood, or grassy area, similar to Picture
22, the frequency domain algorithm provides a superior
performance. Table 4 shows a PSNR evaluation, including
each RGB color component and their average.
Figures 9 and 10 show Pictures 1 and 6, respectively. These
images were selected from among the 24 standard images.
The proposed method and conventional interpolation methods were used for simulation. Magnifying the images shows
that the proposed method improves image quality significantly, as shown in Figure 11.
The images processed by using the proposed method are
extremely similar to the original images. Figure 11 shows a
magnification of Figure 9. DWT exhibited good edge detection sensitivity and partially resolved the zipper effects, color
shifts, aliasing artifacts, blur effects, and obvious unnatural
color grains. Furthermore, DWT limited the unnatural colors
of the window lattice and the color inaccuracies of the
crisscross.

4. Conclusion
Science and technology change every day. Although chip
processing speeds continue to accelerate, their size and costs
are increasingly decreasing. The proposed method does not
employ frequency characteristics; instead, image quality is
enhanced using spatial characteristics. Previous studies have
discussed the importance of edges and interpolation pixels
and calculated the frequency and spatial characteristics. This
study exploited the sensitivity of wavelet algorithms and the
correlation between colors to obtain good results regarding
image edges and interpolation pixels. Comparing the simulation results to those of previous studies, the experimental
images and data indicate that the proposed method can
provide high-quality images.
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Table 4: Peak signal-to-noise ratio (unit: dB).
Picture 01
Picture 02
Picture 03
Picture 04
Picture 05
Picture 06
Picture 07
Picture 08
Picture 09
Picture 10
Picture 11
Picture 12
Picture 13
Picture 14
Picture 15
Picture 16
Picture 17
Picture 18
Picture 19
Picture 20
Picture 21
Picture 22
Picture 23
Picture 24
Average

R
37.6746
38.4116
43.3799
34.4073
43.0901
39.3456
40.0361
38.7940
42.8313
37.8463
38.1024
39.4213
42.7354
43.0495
39.3880
39.4140
41.4268
42.5319
41.5696
36.1300
43.4639
41.4209
39.7628
36.2665
40.02083

G
39.2743
39.9794
45.1411
35.2576
44.0063
40.6480
44.1844
40.3259
44.7694
41.1899
39.1079
42.0331
45.0743
45.4716
41.5611
42.9145
42.9398
45.8168
44.2054
37.8601
45.9502
43.0842
42.0993
37.6725
42.10696

B
37.8266
38.4853
42.5881
34.1865
42.1758
39.1629
41.5367
38.4501
42.4572
38.8066
37.6140
40.9348
41.9345
43.3727
40.2815
40.4108
41.5827
42.8554
42.2152
36.2973
44.2462
40.3746
40.5352
35.4316
40.15676

Average
38.2585
38.9588
43.7030
34.6171
43.0907
39.7188
41.9191
39.1900
43.3526
39.2809
38.2748
40.7964
43.2481
43.9646
40.4102
40.9131
41.9831
43.7347
42.6634
36.7625
44.5534
41.6266
40.7991
36.4569
40.7615
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